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Abstract
Pilot Projects as an Effective Sales Tool for SaaS Startups
Although pilot projects are an accepted means of entry into prospects, research on the
object of startups selling SaaS and use pilots to enter and to further scale within their prospect’s organization is limited. The reader can expect a collection of key practices of SaaS
startups in the field of Decision Support Software. These combine the main sales-oriented
elements within pilot projects that are reflected on by Customer Success Management,
Change Management as well as cultural dimensions. Explorative interviews, mainly with
stakeholders in Decision Support Software startups, were conducted to further gain an understanding of the research object. Results indicate that pilots are strategically used in the
sales of such startups to simultaneously deal with their customer’s uncertainties and as a
means for the startups to get commitment and increase their value proposition through the
additional service that they offer in order to acquire an internal support basis. Customer
Success Management as well as Change Management are furthermore advantageous in
quickly achieving measurable results that leverage buyers and seller’s justification for further sales.
Keywords
Pilot Projects, Software as a Service, Startup, Decision Support Software, Innovation, Technology Adoption, Customer Success Management, Change Management, Enterprise
Sales, Buying Center, Software Sales
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Kurzreferat
Pilotprojekte als effektives Verkaufsinstrument für SaaS Startups
Obwohl Pilotprojekte ein anerkanntes Mittel für den Einstieg bei potenziellen Kunden sind,
ist die bisherige Forschung zu Startups, die diese Projekte dazu nutzen, um einen Einstieg
und Wachstum in der Organisation des Kunden zu erlangen, begrenzt. Der Leser kann
hierbei eine Sammlung von Schlüsselpraktiken von SaaS-Startups im Bereich der entscheidungsunterstützenden Software erwarten. Diese vereinen vertriebsorientierte Elemente innerhalb von Pilotprojekten, die durch Customer Success Management, Change Management sowie kulturelle Dimensionen reflektiert werden. Explorative Interviews, hauptsächlich
mit Beteiligten aus entscheidungsunterstützenden Software-Startups, wurden durchgeführt.
Die Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass Piloten im Vertrieb solcher Startups strategisch
eingesetzt werden, um gleichzeitig mit den Unsicherheiten ihrer Kunden umzugehen und
um ein erstes Engagement zu erhalten. Sie erhöhen ihr Wertversprechen durch den zusätzlichen Service, den sie anbieten, um eine interne Unterstützerbasis zu erlangen. Customer Success Management sowie Change Management sind darüber hinaus vorteilhaft, um
hierbei schnell messbare Ergebnisse zu erzielen und Käufer und Verkäufer bei der Rechtfertigung weiterer Skalierung beim Kunde unterstützen.
Schlagwörter
Pilotprojekte, Software as a Service, Startup, entscheidungsunterstützende Software, Innovation, Technology Adoption, Customer Success Management, Change Management,
Enterprise Sales, Buying Center, Software Vertrieb
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1. Introduction
The business model of Software as a Service (SaaS) has helped numerous startups
achieve considerable success. SaaS is not solely a revolution for provisioning of software,
but also has strong implications on its marketing and sales.1 SaaS startups in Enterprise
Sales experience many challenges. They have limited resources, do not yet enjoy a lot of
trust from the market and various stakeholders need to be won over. Their concept has not
yet been proven in mainstream markets, people are skeptical of innovation and resist its
associated change.2 Initial projects are an accepted way of entry into companies. For SaaS
startups this can be an opportunity to prove their worth and to gather supporters. Initial pilot
projects could prove to be an integral part of the sales process for further scaling and thus
sales and growth in user numbers within the customer’s organization.

1.1

Focus

In order to make a pilot project successful and to foster further scaling, next to sales elements, methods of Customer Success Management (CSM) and Change Management (CM)
are considered. CSM is seen as a quick and cost-efficient approach for growth in user numbers and is therefore advantageous for startups. CSM is especially highlighted for license
models like SaaS. The aim of CSM is to increase the success of the customer that applies
the software, and by that elevate renewal rates and contract sizes. 3 CM is described as an
important element of CSM.4
SaaS adoption studies mainly relate to solution-oriented factors as well as the implementing
organization.5 These will however not be focused upon as it is the sales influence in pilot
projects that is the object of research in this thesis. Enterprise Sales literature is mostly
limited to methods of Key Account Management (KAM) and CSM, while literature focused
on CM and the adoption of software is mainly targeted at adopting companies. Also, these
are not specifically set out for pilot projects. This thesis will focus on SaaS and solely the
seller’s influence on increasing chances of sales and further scaling at prospects through
initial projects.
This thesis focuses on Decision Support Software (DSS) SaaS startups selling innovative
solutions while aiming to enter and advance the use of their software within their prospects’
organizations. Therefore, the object of research goes beyond startups solely proving to the
customer that their solution works. It revolves around identifying elements for improving
chances of further scaling within the customer’s organization. For this purpose, the focus
lies on an Enterprise Sales approach as well as the seller’s Change and Success Management in pilot projects.

1

Kilian; Mirski 2016, p. 1ff.
Rogers 1983. p.174, Narayanan 2001. p.65
3
Berg 2017. p.89ff, Adams 2020. p.2,181,198, 230, Berg 2019. n.pag
4
Adams 2020. p.114ff
5
Yang et al. 2015., Du et al. 2013., Ain et al. 2019. P.8
2
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1.2

Relevance

1.2.1 Economic Relevance
For projects a general procedure is that a few selected people are handed a business case
for defined goals and then lead a project to achieve these. This can be expected to lead to
success if the required speed is moderate and the potential of rejection by employees is
limited.7
In the case of pilot projects of startups however this does not seem to be sufficient, as
selling innovative products requires quick successes to scale within the customer’s company.8 Pilot projects may require both adequate Customer Success and Change Management. Having a good solution does not necessarily lead to an effective business deal anymore as aiding customers in managing the change and stakes of introducing new solutions
is said to be a requirement in complex sales.9 Often the selling startup may be more experienced in such projects than the initial project manager at the customer who is responsible
for the pilot. The opportunity and expectation towards the selling party is that they set a
direction, lead the customer and give them guidance. Hereby the supplier can be seen as
an external Change Manager or at least as a consultant to the internal managers. 10 Understanding behaviors and how to manage people from different cultures is mentioned to affect
change projects. Cultural nuances can affect the results as well as make their management
more complex.11 Therefore, it is assumed that culture would have an effect on pilot projects
which would need to be considered.
Customers and users need to be satisfied with the results and see the benefits of the solution that they expected.12 For the selling party a pilot can be considered a success if it leads
to further sales within a targeted company. This sales agenda of further scaling goes beyond proving the concepts of a solution. For successful pilots, in the sense of upselling, it
is assumed that suppliers need to act on fundamentally different elements than those that
lead to the milestone of securing the pilot deal. Therefore, SaaS startups would require
elements at hand that give them support in this endeavor.

1.2.2 Academic Relevance
The prospect’s success is a prerequisite for a successful customer project.13 A primary goal
of CSM is managing change.14 Also, KAM projects revolve around managing change.15 Although it is described that Customer Success (CS), and within that Change Management,
is the overarching theme of KAM projects, a cross linkage of the focused fields of academia

7

Kotter 2015, p. 20f.
Mehta; Steinman; Murphy 2016, p. 138.
9
Thull 2010, p. xxvii.
10
Adams 2020. p.164
11
Illyas; Hassan 2015.
12
Keller; Schaninger 2019. p.156
13
Herman; Le Bon 2015. p.58
14
Adams 2020. p.114ff
15
Herman; Le Bon 2015. p.54,60ff
8
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seems limited. Reflecting pilot elements from a CSM and CM perspective could prove to
give valuable insights.
The field of CM has already been thoroughly investigated.16 Its relevance in the sales of
SaaS and application in SaaS pilot projects, however, does leave room for further research.
The academic field of CSM is still in the early stage, yet the application by businesses is
anticipated to grow increasingly.17 Although access to secondary data is currently limited,
CSM already finds implementation in practice. Very recently a comprehensive framework
for CSM was published by Adams. The author himself describes the wide target group and
the sole source of his consulting and industry experience as a limitation to his publication.
He hints that gathering learnings from niches would be advisable to expand this work.18 The
relevance of CSM in the pilot practices of DSS startups is one of these niches and will be
further addressed as it leaves room for further research.
In his work, Adams describes that a main role of Customer Success Managers during technology adoption is to help users go through change. Although he highlighted its importance,
CM is therein not covered in depth due to the existence of an abundance of literature on
that topic.19 Yet as CM is presumed to be an important element for pilots, more research on
the CM within CSM in pilots seem reasonable.

1.3

Objective of the Research

The objective of the research is to gain a deeper understanding of how pilot projects can be
used as an effective sales tool for SaaS startups. Furthermore, the objective is to analyze
whether and to what extent Customer Success as well as CM elements are applicable in
complex SaaS pilot projects. This includes gathering insights on key elements that SaaS
pilots include so that they can be used as a sales instrument to enter and to scale further in
organizations.

1.4

Research Questions

The above leads to the main research question:
How can pilot projects be used as an effective sales tool for SaaS startups?
Furthermore, it includes the following sub-elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Are pilots used as a strategic sales tool for SaaS startups?
Are obstacles for scaling success already established and visible during pilots?
What are key sales elements of the pilot that contribute to scaling success?
What are CSM/CM practices that SaaS startups implement in their pilots; and how
can identified elements be enhanced by CSM and CM?
What effect would different cultural variables have on identified elements?

16

Keller; Schaninger 2019, p. 2.
Hochstein et al. 2020. p.6, Adams 2020. p.xxvii, Katzengruber; Pförtner 2017, p. 150.
18
Adams 2020. p.214
19
Adams 2020. p.114ff
17
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1.5

Structure

The reader can expect to learn about key practices of SaaS startups in the area of Decision
Support Software. These combine main sales-oriented elements within pilot projects and
are reflected on by Customer Success Management, Change Management as well as cultural dimensions.
In the following chapters the above-mentioned objective will be pursued. The upcoming
literature review chapter will introduce and describe the main elements of the topic that are
relevant for initial understanding and the subsequent research. These include Startups, Innovation and its adoption, SaaS, Enterprise Sales, CSM and CM. Also, the further derivation
towards the topic of interest is done. This includes pilot projects themselves as well as the
reasoning for choosing Decision Support Software (chapter 2). Chapter 3 is focused upon
initially identifying elements for a successful SaaS implementation and to structure these
within a KAM framework. These are potentially relevant for sales-oriented pilot projects and
are therefore to be recognized in the subsequent qualitative interviews. Chapter 4 describes
the design and execution of the empirical research. The findings of those interviews are
picked up upon in chapter 5. These are presented and discussed while being reflected on
with the focus on CSM and CM as well as cultural dimensions. In the subsequent closing
chapter (chapter 6) the results of this discussion are summarized and concluded by referring
to stated research questions. Furthermore, attention to possible further research is given.

-4-

2. Literature Review
2.1

Startups

Various approaches to define the concept of startups exist. They are defined to be young,
and not yet established companies that are founded with little seed capital to realize an
innovative business idea and are usually dependent on either venture capital or seed capital
at a very early stage to expand their business and strengthen their capital base.20 This
definition is expanded by the mention of high growth potential and scalability of the business
model which can however also be linked to its innovativeness. However, the renouncement
of external capital is also mentioned.21
Fontinelle goes a step further and describes startups as young businesses that are established to create a “unique product or service” and to commercialize upon it. Such an endeavor would generally be accomplished through financing from the founders and their related network. Nevertheless, one of the first tasks would be to gather additional funding to
continue improving their solution.22
Startups are also categorized by the Deutsche Startup Monitor based on three criteria.
These criteria are a young age of less than ten years, high innovativeness with their technology or business model and a significant growth in employees or revenues. While the age
criteria is mandatory, only one of the two other criteria would need to be fulfilled by companies in order to be considered a startup.23
While others renounce in giving concrete figures, Wilhelm attempted to draw a line between
mature businesses and startups. After reflecting on previously published limits on the news
portal Crunchbase he sets the marks for SaaS startups at 500 employees, having a valuation of 2.5 billion US Dollars and 100 million annual recurring revenues. Under these rules,
companies exceeding these liberal limits would not be considered a startup anymore. 24
The online encyclopedia “GS Lexikon” describes four stages for the development of
startups. In the Seed stage capital is needed in order to implement the development of the
business idea and assess whether the product is feasible on the market. The next stage is
started once the company is founded. This Startup stage comprises the completion of a
market-ready product and the subsequent rollout. The focus here is on the design of sales
and production possibilities and the implementation of marketing campaigns. The Emerging
Growth phase is characterized by quick market penetration and thus also a targeted buildup
of sales. The Expansion stage is reached once the business model has been successfully
established in the market. Therein further expansion that includes further product, as well
as sales development, is done.25 Described stages seem similar to the four Marmer Stages
of Discovery, Validation, Efficiency, and Scale, yet these are more oriented towards the

20

Achleitner 2018.
GS Lexikon n. y.-b.
22
Fontinelle 2020.
23
Kollmann et al. 2017, p. 16.
24
Wilhelm 2018.
25
GS Lexikon n. y.-b.
21
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product of the startups themselves.26 Similarly the four stages of Inception, Build, Growth
and Expansion are mentioned.27
Incorporating the essences of these definitions, this thesis will define startups as young
companies that offer innovative solutions and are accompanied by strong market growth
and potential. The research interest is on startups that have a market ready product and
can therefore be located after the above-mentioned Seed stage. The term innovation is
further elaborated in the following.

2.2

Innovation

While there is no general accepted definition of innovation, Gabler describes innovation as
novelties associated with technical, social and economic change. This would also include
novelties that are at least new to the adopting party and includes the change of discovering,
implementing, using and institutionalization of such novelties. 28 While established companies try to give customers what they want, startups aspire to change what customers want
in their own interest.29 Adoption and purchasing processes usually start with an issue that
a company is originally aware of. It is however noted that innovation in companies is frequently fueled by the initial identification of solutions for which an application within the
company is then searched for.30 Therefore the consciousness of innovations by companies
also precedes the identification of issues and requirements.31 A main task of digital solution
providers is to analyze and question the status quo and processes of their prospects in
order to find starting points on how new solutions can add value to them. True innovation is
said to be more in demand than ever and those who understand how to sell it would have
a competitive advantage.32
Rogers names five stages for the decision-making process for the adoption of innovation.
These are depicted in Figure 1.33 Knowledge describes the phase where stakeholders become aware of the innovation and get an initial understanding on its functionality. Persuasion is the phase where stakeholders define their opinion on a new solution. The Decision
phase which stakeholders go through, directs actions that lead to the adoption or refusal of
the new solution. The Implementation phase is the phase were the new solution is put into
practice and utilized. In the Confirmation stage the stakeholders aim to confirm their actions
of introducing new solutions and might even countermand them.34 The stages are also specifically mentioned for the adoption of innovative software in companies.35

26

Marmer et al. 2012, p. 12ff.
Nirpaz; Pizarro 2016, p. 108.
28
Möhrle; Specht 2018.
29
Reiter 2016, p. 12.
30
March 1981, p. 568f.
31
Rogers 1983, p. 364.
32
Kilian; Mirski 2016, p. 62.
33
Rogers 1983, p. 165.
34
Rogers 2003, p. 20f.
35
Narayanan 2001, p. 106.
27
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Figure 1: Innovation Decision Process
Source: Adapted by
from
theRogers
author1983,
from Rogers
p.165 1983, p.165

Building upon the diffusion of innovation model36, Moore developed the High-Tech Marketing Model (HTMM). The original model consists of segments that react differently to innovation. Therefore, their individual psychographic profiles would also require adapted marketing approaches.38 A small number of interested technology fans or innovators like to
experiment with the new technology very early on. The visionaries or early adopters are
strongly influenced by the estimate of the technology fans. They hope to achieve new ways
of creating a competitive advantage for themselves and thus outdoing their competition.
Pragmatists or early majority expect technology to function efficiently within their company.
Generally, they want to achieve a measurable monetary advantage with the new technology
and aspire to implement technology only if productivity improvement has been shown. They
protect their companies from interfering technologies. Due to those differences a wide gap
to the prior stage exists. The conservatives or late majority tend to begin using the new
technology once they see that many others apply the technology successfully, as now the
risk seems low and benefits are verified. The last are the laggards or skeptics. They only
take up a new technology when existing ones are increasingly complex or costly to maintain.39
The proceedings of stakeholders described above are used to gather and digest information
in regard to new solutions to reduce uncertainties.40 A recommended way to promote acceptance of innovation is to decrease uncertainties of the adopters.41 For this, initial projects
may be used (chapter 2.5), while an additional factor for successful adoption could be elements of Customer Satisfaction.

2.3

Customer Satisfaction

Companies selling products aim to enhance their value proposition and thus their competitive advantage by additionally putting emphasis on providing services.42 An emphasis on
this can lead to a positive effect, as a resulting increase in customer satisfaction can directly
impact a company’s prestige, enables recurring sales and can affect profitability.43 For this,
36

Beal; Bohlen 1957. Rogers 1983, p. 241ff.
Moore 1999, p. 14ff, 11.
39
Moore 2000, p. 22–36.
40
Rogers 2003, p. 20f.
41
Narayanan 2001, p. 105.
42
Kindström 2010, p. 479ff
43
Carroll; Buchholtz 2015, p. 427.
38
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a future supplier would transform to a consultant and further companion and thus form a
partnership with the buyer.44 Focusing on such a strategic direction and achieving customer
satisfaction leads to an increased competitive advantage and sustainable growth. Recurring
orders exponentially decreases the costs per customer and suppliers can even request
higher rates. Furthermore, pleased customers tend to recommend the seller to others,
reaching out to possibly unattended opportunities.45
Customer satisfaction is described as the measure of the total customer experience of customers. Customer Success Management however is a measure of total value which is created and experienced by the customers’ usage of the seller’s products and their service.
The success of the customer increases customer satisfaction46 as a result of CSM is a better
customer experience which in return increases the satisfaction level of the customers. 47

2.3.1 Customer Success Management
Although in many companies sales is seen as the main representation to the customer,
there can be much more touchpoints with the customer in service. Due to an increase in
automation in sales processes, this tendency is becoming more and more pronounced.
Therefore, it is reasonable to use the service as its own sales channel. Service makes an
important contribution to customer satisfaction and thus also to customer loyalty as well as
up- and cross-selling. As Customer Acquisition Costs (CAC) are constantly rising, many
companies are focusing on the potential of existing customers. This approach has long been
successfully practiced, especially in complex software sales.48
By not putting the selling of products in the center of action, and contributing to solving the
customer’s central, operational and organization problems the value of the seller can be
increased. Thus, focusing on additional problem solving and an increase in customer success goes along with less competition as well as less price elasticity.49 It is suggested that
due to increasing digitalization many complex solutions will be sold in service business
models in the future.50 Focusing on Customer Success could prove to be an essential step
to increase the seller’s value proposition and thus increase their competitive advantage.
In subscription models the focus lies on small initial contracts that can be developed over
the customer’s lifecycle. Depending on the product or service 75 to 90 percent of the revenue is generated after the first sale. It is aimed at retaining customers for a long time and to
offer additional sales during this lifetime.51 While aiming to reduce the churn rate of customers, a focus on managing the customer’s account simultaneously focuses on increasing
revenues due to upgrades that are fostered by training, support and thus increased product
usage. The aim hereby is to increase the Customer Lifetime Value (CLTV).52 Because customer acquisition is much more expensive than the cost of retaining a customer, the focus

44

Schröder 2019, p. 80.
Sheth 2001.
46
Adams 2020. P.228,229
47
Mehta; Steinman; Murphy 2016, p. 25ff.
48
Katzengruber; Pförtner 2017, p. 79.
49
Küng; Schillig; Toscano-Ruffilli 2006, p. 40.
50
Kilian; Mirski 2016, p. 4.
51
Kilian; Mirski 2016, p. 31.
52
York 2012, p. 11.
45
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on customer satisfaction is an important means to manage costs.53 CLTV, as opposed to
deal value, is hereby of interest. For this, the cost is put into relation with the subscription
value during the customer’s whole expected subscription time.54
The process of developing existing customers is referred to as farming, as opposed to acquiring new ones which is classically referred to as hunting. Staying in the analogy, in farming the customers are nourished and grow over time as opposed to being hunted down, and
to be then left for themselves with the product.55 In subscription models, the economic value
of a customer is not realized in a fixed payment, but through regular payments over a period
of time. For IT solution providers this means that they can no longer solely rely on the initial
sales. It is recommended that their focus shift to long-term relationships with their customers
as well as active customer care. This way, customers can extend or even expand their
subscriptions and the providers can derive a regular cashflow from them.56 Especially in
subscription-based business models, farming is the common approach, as customers are
needed to renew their contracts every subscription period. For this, the customers need to
be kept satisfied in their customer experience and in alignment with customer success management and needs to be successful in regard to the implemented solution. Therefore this
concept is strongly interesting for SaaS. CSM is the toolkit for the farming approach 57
whereby the success of the customer must be the focus of all activities58. Table 1 describes
the profile of a Customer Success Manager.
Characteristics
• Focuses on building deep
relationships with
customers
• Proactive problem solving
skills
• Strategic thinking

Responsibilities
• Understanding customer’s expectations and needs
• Promote the adoption of the IT solution at the customer's
• Support change management at the customer
• Measure solution utilization and customer satisfaction
• Internal communication and cooperation with other departments
• Manage value roadmap to use up- and cross-selling opportunities

Table 1: Profile of a Customer Success Manager
Source: Translated by the author from Kilian; Mirski 2016, p.96

A comprehensive CSM framework developed by Adams aims at making customers successful when using the seller’s product. This includes the assistance of the customer to
overcome obstacles in order to increase the likelihood that the customer wants to further
purchase and even increase the purchasing volume.59 This model consists of seven
phases. These are briefly explained in the following .
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Preparation

Includes gathering further information on the customer and formulating and engagement strategy roadmap.

Commitment

Preparing and holding the initial customer stakeholder meeting
where the agreement on the level of assistance by the CSM manager
is made.

Onboarding

Includes understanding customer needs for onboarding and its requirements. An onboarding milestone plan including activities and responsibilities is made, executed and adjusted.

Adoption Planning

Getting an understanding of the demands and complexities that may
arise during adoption implementation. This includes the segmentation of interest groups that will be affected by change. Furthermore,
an adoption plan needs to be approved by internal stakeholders.

Adoption Implementation

Managing the change that the implementation comprises.

Value Realization

Includes ensuring that the value created is recognized by the customer and that upselling opportunities are noticed and handled.

Engagement Evaluation

Reflecting on experiences and lessons learned during the process in
order to improve future CSM projects

Table 2: Customer Success Management Framework
Source: Depicted by the author based on Adams 2020

A simplified description of CSM is given whereby four phases for the customers are mentioned. Related sellers’ actions are connected and are briefly described in Table 3.
States of the Customer
New: the users of freshly signed customers need to be set up within the software

Sellers Actions
Onboarding: ensuring that customers quickly derive
an initial value from the solution

Growing: the standard state of the customer. Users utilize the solution.

Nurturing: raise value for the customer. E.g. through
coaching, presenting of different business cases, features of the software
Harvesting: maintaining and upgrading the customer
relationship. Achieve that customers extend (renew)
and expand (upsell) their contracts or buy different solutions (cross-sell)
Saving: recognizing and acting upon warning signs of
customers that might leave

Renewal/Upsell: customers close to or at
the capacity limit as well as near end of
subscription period
Cancelled: when customers intend to
leave (churn)

Table 3: Customer Success Cycle
Source: Depicted by the author based on Nirpaz; Pizarro 2016 p.22ff

A major goal of CSM is to reduce the implementation time for the customer to be able to be
as productive as possible and thus reave the most value from the solution. This can especially be an issue in complex solutions (chapter 2.4.2) as the onboarding phase can take a
long time.61 Especially in initial short-term projects, quick onboarding and reaching value
seems reasonable. Although a pilot will most likely focus on onboarding and nurturing,
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upselling within harvesting seems the ultimate goal of pilots. As soon as one or two departments have adopted the solution and measurable value has been demonstrated, the aim is
to grow within the entire company.62 Hence, the aim is to steadily grow and nourish the
customer. CSM is not limited to the scope of a project, yet is set out to be a long term
partnership with the customer.63 A pilot can therefore be expected to set the pace for the
customer on what they can expect of an ongoing relationship with the SaaS vendor. As an
important part of CSM, CM is described in the following.64

2.3.2 Change Management
It is stated that more than two thirds of change projects are not successful. Most of these
can be attributed to resistances of the workforce as well as missing support by superiors.65
Hence, an abundance of literature on the topic of CM exist that aim at increasing their odds
of success. More than 25 thousand books were written 66, which Harvard Business Review
attempts to break down into their ten most renowned publishing’s67. Amongst these is
Kotter.
For the successful management of change Kotter has developed his 8-step model of
change.68 In one of his newer releases he complements this model. The difference to the
original is that here the top management would create a dynamic that wins more active
drivers of change and processes are implemented that continue to run once they have
gained momentum. These adapted steps include the generating of a sense of urgency related to the opportunity the change offers, the designing and implementation of a leadership
coalition, the formulation of a strategic vision and initiatives, the mobilization of volunteers,
the removal of hurdles, the achievement and celebration of short-term successes, continuous progresses and the firm establishment of the change within the organization.69 In their
DICE model, Sirkin et al. have identified four hard factors that are essential for all change
projects. These are Duration, Integrity, Commitment and Effort. Among others these include
the importance of the project participants as well as the importance of communication.70
Additionally, two recent five-step-models for Change Management are identified.71 Both
have strong similarities. Due to more profound studies and empirical evidence available,
focus is laid upon the 5A model of Scott Keller and Bill Schaninger. Based on their claim of
broad applicability, it can be suggested that lessons from this could also be applied to the
Change Management necessary in pilot projects. The authors state that equal focus should
be laid on organizational health as well as performance factors. Their research suggests
that this would increase the above-mentioned low likelihood of success of change programs
from an average of 30 to 79 percent. The 5A model consists of the five successive alliterative steps. These are briefly explained in the following72:
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Aspire

Making the aim of the change program clear by forming a vision as well as
goals. Here focus is also laid upon the organizations’ strength and weaknesses of their management practices as well as forming a coalition of people that are invested in the change.

Asses

Aims at analyzing how prepared the organization is to achieve established
goals. This involves the identification of requirements that are needed as
well as current limitations.

Architect

The stage includes the designing of what needs to be done to reach the
defined goals as well as the definition of initiatives.

Act

Involves continuous communication, monitoring and adjusting as well as
mobilizing influentials and creating ownership and investment of a critical
mass.

Advance

As an established future orientation, the stage is aimed at continuous improvement through a learning culture, operationalization of processes and
correct internal role placement.

Table 4: Change Management Framework
Source: Depicted by the author based on Keller; Schaninger 2019 and p.235

2.4

Software as a Service

With SaaS the customer uses the supplier’s software over the internet without owning the
platform or hardware it runs on.73 Suppliers license their SaaS solutions to customers and
take care of service and support. A result is that the customers’ specialist departments’
operating budget is now also being used for SaaS investments. Therefore, initial SaaS implementation becomes increasingly independent of the customers’ IT departments. The
purchasing committee can also be expected to consist of specialists who use the solution
daily.74 This so-called buying center and its stakeholders are further described in chapter
2.7.
SaaS offers companies of any size the opportunity to experience software solutions. For
these, SaaS expenses can be treated as operational expenses. SaaS does not require service, support, maintenance and infrastructure for the customers.75 Furthermore, SaaS offers
strategic and operational flexibility. Due to the vendor’s need for continuous subscriptions
by the customers, they can expect continuous improvements in the software while they
themselves can focus on their core business competencies.76 For suppliers SaaS offers
several main advantages: Revenues can be better planned as subscriptions offer regular
cashflow, a constant contact with the customer is easier to manage and software updates
can be centrally controlled. Furthermore, due to better plannability, companies with monthly
recurring revenues have a higher company valuation.77 Furthermore, the possibility to
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demonstrate the solution to the customers and to give them access to the software is rather
simple.78 The ability to experience SaaS is further elaborated on in chapter 2.5.

2.4.1 Value Propositions
Generally, SaaS in B2B can be divided into three different types of value propositions: 1.
Increasing revenue, 2. reducing costs and 3. improving productivity. Although some productivity improving software might seem like a tool to reduce costs or increase revenue, the
benefits of improving productivity are not as easy to put into monetary figures, as monetary
improvements are not as directly tangible. It can be suggested that this condition makes the
selling of such solutions more complex. Such software can be aimed at increasing collaboration and the comprehension of the business and thus can include collaboration, Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) and Business Intelligence (BI) software.79
A difference in value propositions is said to exist in the approach between Marketing and
Sales. Value propositions that are created and utilized by sales can go beyond the sole
promise towards customers, as their value proposition also includes the personal wishes
and hopes of their individual customers and stakeholders. Here apart from the promise to
the user, they can also see the benefits of usage for themselves. If the seller invests the
resources and handles it right, customers can even help to shape the formulation of the
value proposition. A convincing value proposition is created, when the vendors solution is
combined with identifying and listing individual benefits that the customer requires. This
helps the prospective customer to convince his own management and bring about an intended purchasing decision.80
The value proposition of companies incorporating a CSM approach, as described above, is
furthermore that of offering their customers a close partnership of ongoing support and
value creation. Value can be both tangible and abstract. Tangible value can be seen as the
economic impact a solution offers, while the latter means everything that a vendor additionally provides that is of psychological value to the buyer. Due to this, bigger enterprises often
also engage with vendors that promise to adhere to stakeholders “psychological and political concerns”.81 This can also be linked to the emotional complexities that are described in
Enterprise Sales, which is described in the following chapter. Possible stakeholder constellations are described in chapter 2.7, while individual gains of stakeholders are discussed in
chapter 5.8.8.

2.4.2 SaaS Sales Models
York puts complexity, costs due to closer support and price of software into relation. He
explains that the more complex a buying process is, the more help prospects need. This
has a direct impact on costs. In the same way, if a software is simple to discover, understand, purchase and utilize, this reduces sales rates and sales costs. The complexity of
solutions that need to be sold can be caused by a lack of understanding of functions and
benefits of a solution. In the same way, the necessary changes in processes before a first
78
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Self-Service

Transactional

Enterprise

Low complexity, customers understand the
solution and can easily
adopt it, low risk perceived by customers
Low prices,
low costs

Personal contact, interpersonal business relationship,
higher expectations for partnership, more perceived customer risks involved
Higher prices due to an increase in personal contacts

Complex purchasing processes, software is harder to
understand and use. Uncertainties and risks involved

Not required due to automations, yet high volume of sales

Inside sales representatives
are aided with digital content,
automations, that enable efficient and frequent deals, efficient and large volumes of
sales and support operations, fast sales and
onboarding
Hands over promising leads
to sales. Increases efficiency
by removing barriers through
educational content and automation which aim at simplifying the process.

Example
Fields83

Support

Marketing

Sales

Pricing

Product/
Service

benefit can be realized plays a role in the complexity. For the sales of SaaS three different
strategies are mentioned. Self-service, Transactional and Enterprise Sales. The Enterprise
model can be linked to the above described farming approach (chapter 2.3.1). Established
companies may apply these together, but a startup usually initially only has one option.82
These options are briefly compared in the following table.

Responsible for the
turnover, fostering
awareness, informing
and educating. Automations can lead to
the full purchasing cycle.
Automations, models
and digital trainings
available to easily
onboard, and deal with
problems by themselves once they arise.
Commodity software,
Basecamp, Dropbox

Inside support representatives can cover a variety of
Service Level Agreements.
That can combine both elements of self-service and
premium support.
Solutions for specific automation of operations that can
include a degree of complexity, Marketo, Slack, Monday

High priced,
High costs due to close contact and assistance of customers
Area sales representatives
are aided individually by solution marketing as well as
sales engineering, longer
sales processes

Qualitative marketing focuses on creating brand
awareness, education, relationship building and trust.
Aids sales with sophisticated
tools like product roadmaps
and Return on Investment
calculators.
Frequent support contacts as
well as possible onsite support. Educational tools and
trainings are specifically designed to the needs of customers.
Software for core business
affairs, Workday, Netsuite

Table 5: SaaS Sales Models
Source: Depicted by the author based on York 2012 p.4ff. (includes examples which are referenced separately)

York describes two categories of complexity. Complexity through information as well as
emotional complexity. Complexity through information comes about when a buyer needs to
be instructed before the sale is concluded. Emotional complexity occurs when a purchase
82
83
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involves an individual risk for the buyer. Even if a product contains little complexity through
information, implementing it can still mean a personal risk for the customer. The higher this
hurdle is, the more the seller must be present and helpful during the sale and therefore an
Enterprise model should also be pursued. The emotional complexity can also be caused by
a lack of security that young startups radiate.84 This could also be due to a lack of confidence
that the startups’ company will still exist in the future.85 The more a company is established
in the market the more a self-service model can be followed for more complex products.
This can then further spiral the business success upward.86
York’s three approaches are similar to the High, Low and Tech Touch Model in CSM created
by Mehta, Steinman and Murphy. High Touch involves strong personal contact that is reflected in its price. Low Touch is the intermediate form between High and Tech touch. This
phase is characterized by constant consideration of the most efficient use of resources in
CSM. In Tech Touch, the success of the customer is indirectly managed to save costs. This
includes automation, mailing and webinars.87
The complexities and strong customer focus of the above described Enterprise Sales can
also be linked to the more commonly known field of Key Account Sales. However, by definition, KAM is not an endeavor that is applied to all the customers of suppliers. Instead,
special attention is applied to selected accounts which are dubbed as strategically important.88 Recognizing the special opportunities and complexities of SaaS pilots and their
sales agenda, Enterprise Sales and thus elements of KAM suggests itself. KAM is focused
on customer retention and growth, as developing existing customers involves much more
effort than acquiring new ones. With KAM, the supplier offers additional value to the customer by helping them achieve their goals. It is suggested that Key Account Managers
should be able to manage the change, that is inherent with the solution that they sell and
implement.90 This is also reflected in High Touch CSM. KAM literature aids in managing
complex sales and further gives useful insights into buying centers which are described in
chapter 2.7.

2.4.3 Variations
Software can vary in terms of ease of use, strategic importance for the customer, technological complexity, required training and support, pricing models and overall costs. Software
that has a significant impact on companies' operations are mentioned as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), CRM and Document Management Software (DMS).91 The likes of
CRM and ERP are also mentioned as software that entails a certain complexity. 92 As solutions that take an important role for decision making as well as in business processes, ERP,
SCM and CRM systems are mentioned.93 Although it is mentioned above, that SaaS offers
strategic and operational flexibility94, switching suppliers can include a lot of indirect costs
84
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and efforts. This includes the necessary CM. Especially software like ERP systems are
mentioned to make it hard for customers to renounce and change once implemented.95
Implementing such software is a complex endeavor that requires sophisticated management.96 A lock-in and thus high costs for switching the supplier are likely for SaaS solutions
that have an influence on shaping the customer’s processes through usage after their implementation.97 Software can also differ in the impact it has on the change involved in implementation as well as its disruptiveness of current practices in the customer’s business.
Thus, this also affects the difficulty to reach acceptance by the companies’ personnel. An
example for a stronger occurrence of this, apart from the change and adjustments inherent
with ERP software98, can be the likes of DMS99 as well as Supply Chain Management (SCM)
and CRM software.100
Naturally this also influences the buying process of SaaS. Software that is more complex,
is harder to be replaced, newer to the market, more expensive or shapes business processes can be presumed to need a more diligent decision process. This is elaborated on in
the next chapter.

2.5

Experiencing SaaS

Initial pilot projects can be expected means utilized by prospects of startups as their solutions are innovative yet have not been proven as thoroughly by the market. Therefore this
step seems essential and a chance for startups that put a sales focus on this area. Uncertainties towards innovation have been mentioned (chapter 2.2). These can however be
overcome if the software can be tested in advance.102 As elements effecting the diffusion of
innovation, Rogers describes peoples’ perception of relative advantage, of compatibility and
complexity as well as its observability and trialability.103 In order to aid the decision process,
to reduce uncertainties by customers related to SaaS solutions and to get a step closer to
rollout, three main approaches are utilized in practice: Trials, Proof of Concepts (POC) and
pilots. They give customers the opportunity to experience software solutions in advance
without directly implementing it on a broad scale.

2.5.1 Trials
After witnessing a demonstration, prospects can often gather their own experiences with
the software before committing to a contract.104 The best time period is said to vary dependent on customers’ expectations regarding the features and network effects of the solution.
If these are more prominent, the duration is recommended to be set shorter. 105 Adding to
this, it is suggested that, although a trial period might be set at thirty days, companies should
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set the goal of converting the prospect to a paying customer to the end of the first week
already.106
A SaaS trial is usually offered free of charge by suppliers.107 Trialability has been proven to
be a significant factor for SaaS adoption by customers. Trials are even chosen by individuals in order to get an estimate on the features of the software. 108 These individuals like to
try out and select solutions by themselves.109 This can also be linked to the above described
Self-Service Model as this can happen even without a single personal contact to the supplier,110 due to barely any setup efforts.111 Furthermore this enables employees to assure
themselves of software solutions and not needing to rely solely on the suggestions of their
IT department.112 It may be obvious however, that this predicates that the software solutions
are rather simple and their benefits and handling are easy to understand.113 Furthermore, if
a trial is the only means of testing in advance to the roll out, it is likely that they can also be
easily substituted as costs, risks and strategic relevance are comparatively low for the customer.
Afterwards, a simple transition to a subscription model is often made, which can be easily
cancelled. If, however, there is no possibility to cancel the subscription and the effort of
substituting an implemented solution is high, the decision to implement software must be
well thought out.114 The following two subchapters describe tools that could aid in this aspect. While trials are generally performed and can be located in the Decision phase of the
above-mentioned decision-making process115, POCs and pilots seem to go a step further
towards Implementation (see Figure 1).

2.5.2 Proof of Concepts
While some literature describes Proof of Concepts as a goal of pilot projects116, POCs can
also be seen as an intermediate form between trials and pilots. POCs are a more official
form of trials that is more goal oriented and implementation is supported by the suppliers.
Its objective is to offer a solution for a dedicated business case and to show customers how
the solution functions, therefore proving that the promised features and benefits hold up in
practice. For these goals, expectations and responsibilities are formulated.117 Furthermore,
by checking on a solution and its promised benefits in a production environment 118, such a
project offers the chance to gather practical knowledge that is further needed to support a
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companywide roll out.119 POCs are recommended to be remunerated120 and to be focused
on a short period, that is long enough to get an actual proof of the promised concept. 121
As an example, in the area of Business Intelligence or Data Warehousing Software (DWS),
POCs are a recommended means to evaluate new features and technologies.122 The POC
evaluation significantly increases the reliability of selecting and achieving the aspired benefits in BI projects.123 Also, POCs are used for the internal promotion of BI tools, as tangible
results aid in pitching a solution’s value to deciding stakeholders.124 Ideally, the customer
or some of the customer's deciding stakeholders have already made a decision. The POC
is then solely needed to prove the correctness and to rationalize that inner decision.125 Because the benefits of productivity improving software are not easy to put into monetary figures126 a POC is a likable tool to be used to collect such numbers on a company’s own use
case. These are needed to further convince other stakeholders in the company.
POC projects are also mentioned to be beneficial in projects that involve complexity. This
also involves projects in which the solution can be seen as an innovation, its implementation
goes along with a change in procedures and the acceptance of the employees might be
uncertain. As an example, the likes of DMS is mentioned.127
In solution selling, the procurement risks are said to be very high. The majority of sales
opportunities are lost without the customer making a purchase at a competitor. When POCs
are used correctly, they feed the safety need of deciders and thus POCs could be seen as
a useful tool in sales.128 As mentioned above some software does need lots of internal
preparation and integration. These are not as suitable for POCs.129 These could therefore
rather be suitable for pilot projects.

2.5.3 Pilots
If a software solution is more complex, of strong strategic relevance, covers core topics of
the business and might require adaption, a pilot may be a more reasonable choice for the
customer. This also seems reasonable if higher costs are involved, contracts run a long
time, or the solution is hard to replace once implemented. Examples for such can be ERP
solutions.130
Pilots are used by customers to minimize the potential risks involved in purchasing and
rolling out a solution. For this a specific area or small department of the customers is selected for the implementation of the solution.131 Clear goals and Key Performance Indicators
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(KPIs) are set to later reflect on success and failure of the pilot. 132 Due to the stated complexities and efforts for the seller, pilot projects are usually remunerated by the customer.
Further roll out is dependent on the success of the project. This is the intent of both the
customer contact and the supplier. When going into such projects, usually no competition
is left and the supplier is the sole contestant. The pilot is used as a final tool to check on the
promised and expected benefits of the solution as well as the dependability of the supplier
before further scaling. The insights gained during a pilot project can be utilized for the design
and following implementation of a rollout.133 Such a project with intensive account manager
support and nourishing of the customer can be related to the above-mentioned Enterprise
Model. After a software has been introduced in a pilot area, the experience gained is used
to revise the further procedure. This can be followed by a successive introduction in other
areas of the company.134

2.5.4 Pilots in this Thesis
Pilot and POC are used as interchangeable terms. 135 Also the term POC pilot is used. 136
Pilot projects are seen as a logical step for further advancement. With innovative startups,
however, customers are likely to not fully intend to commit to a purchase ahead of a pilot
and thus often do not intend to scale the pilot further, as the purchasing decision in Enterprise Sales is made by complex stakeholder constellations. In that sense, these pilots tend
to be an intermediate form of pilots and POCs where the borders may be blurred. Also, a
recommendation is given to sellers to simply reframe POCs as paid pilots in order to increase the projects subjective importance and further increase chances of scaling.137
In the further course of this thesis, pilot projects are used as a term to describe projects
where the customer’s intent to scale is not as clearly formulated, as uncertainties exist and
the pending decision can be dependent on complex stakeholder constellations. Such buying centers are further described in chapter 2.7. In such projects the pilot may be used to
gather a proof of the concept and value as well as supporters within the company. It is the
seller’s goal to increase sales leverage and chances for further scaling at the customers. In
the mentioned literature pilots are located in the Adoption Planning of CSM as well as the
Act stage of CM (see Table 2 and Table 4).138 It is a project stage between a possible initial
trial and the rollout of the software. In this stage a framework for managing complex sales,
like the Key Account Management Process (KAMP139) sales approach could prove vital
(chapter 2.8).
As mentioned, startups often rely on venture capital.140 Investors in such companies are
strongly interested in the conversion rate, as well as time required from such pre-scaling
projects to the following scaling.141 Therefore, pilot projects can be seen as an effective
sales tool if they benefit such conversion. And thus, an aim of this research is to identify
132
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elements that increase the conversion rate that are manageable by sales within these projects.

2.6

Decision Support Software

2.6.1 Focus Decision Support
To analyze pilot projects as an effective sales tool for SaaS startups, the focus is put on
areas where pilots are expected and a sales impact during these projects seem likely. Furthermore, in order to increase validity, the focus within the wide field of software categories
will lie on a niche category. Considering the above, this includes software that has a certain
complexity and innovation that involves change in processes as well as uncertainty of stakeholder acceptance and therefore require a more thorough decision process. This is the case
in the mentioned productivity improvement software categories. Furthermore, such thorough evaluation processes are specifically identified for Business Intelligence and Data
Warehousing software.
The related Decision Support Software category is chosen. It can be seen as part of the
productivity improvement software142, also because productivity improvement software includes collaboration and BI software143. These and DWS are further mentioned in the following chapter as a part of DSS. Such software needs further testing, which exceeds that
of a simple trial, as tangible results gained for managers in specialist departments aid in
demonstrating and explaining a solution’s value to further stakeholders that decide on a roll
out.
The roll out of DSS within a company is not said to happen directly in a full company-wide
roll out, rather step by step in a range of smaller projects. The evaluation process of DSS
is described as an important venture, since a lot of DSS projects do not meet the company’s
internal expectations and can be prone to fail. This is strongly fostered, if the initial project
faces issues. Therefore, many internal stakeholders are recommended to be involved in the
preceding software evaluation process. Furthermore, the internal justification of DSS projects can be a complex hurdle for managers. The extent of software evaluation is recommended to be influenced by their associated risk. This is dependent on the complexities,
fees and range, employees involved and the effects of the DSS on already present software.
Furthermore, such ventures that have unclear goals and lack structure affect the perception
of risk.144 The category of DSS is further explained in the following chapter.

2.6.2 Decision Support Software
The online catalog Capterra, as part of the IT market research company Gartner, lists over
700 software categories. Within the categories the majority are web-based cloud solutions
like SaaS. The categories themselves partly overlap due to similar functions and applications.145 One of these categories is Decision Support Software. Decision Support Software
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facilitates decision making by providing and using methods and models for certain questions.146 For this, complex analytical models and tools, as well as user friendly software is
incorporated in one system. This facilitates the use of software without larger training sessions being required.147 DSS can help in prioritizing goals, evaluating options, describing
possible outcomes and can include data visualization, decision trees and tables as well as
scorecards.148 DSS helps to access, visualize and interpret information and select options
for decisions. Information data, often from outside of the actual process of decision, is used
to support such decisions. Hereby deciders often draw upon data from existing databases.149
While Alter described seven categories of DSS150, Power uses this as a basis to build on
and introduce his more contemporary five main DSS categories. These are described in the
following table.151
Data-Driven
DSS
Model-Driven
DSS
KnowledgeDriven DSS
DocumentDriven DSS
Communications-Driven
DSS

Allows extensive quantities of structured data to be analyzed. Data can
be accessed and engineered. This includes chronological sequencing
of data. This category includes BI and Data Warehousing software.
Allows models that can be accessed and shaped. Data and determinants of the decider are used to assist those in understanding cases.
Is specialized for addressing issues and hereby offers advice and options to deciders. This is based on rules that are combined with existing
knowledge.
Enables deciders to find, rank, and oversee unstructured documents
within a database. This category can include Knowledge Management
Systems.
Enables collaboration amongst users and teams. This category can include collaboration tools.

Table 6: Decision Support Software Categories
Source: Depicted by the author based on Power 2002, p. 12ff.

2.7

Buying Center

Selection decisions for business software are usually group decisions.152 Due to the complex situation of stakeholder constellations related to selling SaaS, it is reasonable to take
a closer look at the buying center.
The buying center describes the different roles that are present in the customer’s purchasing committee.153 These roles can cover different functions and have different interests. 154
These individuals may or may not be visible to the seller and thus create further complexity
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due to intransparency of how decisions are made and who to work with more closely. Buying
Center concepts aid sellers to better understand the psychology and structures of decision
making at their customers. This is of importance because a rough estimate on the processes
of internal decision making is said to be better than ignoring the psychologic motivators of
such teams. This is especially the case in complex solutions with a long buying process. 155
Due to these complexities, even for visualizing and managing the buying center, software
exists.156
Several similar attempts to model the buying center exist. Formatively Webster and Wind
proposed that the buying center consist of 5 roles: Users, Buyers, Influencers, Deciders,
and Gatekeepers.157 Successively this model was enhanced by the two additional roles of
Advisors and Facilitators. In the following table these seven roles of a buying center are
further described.158
Several roles of the buying center can be filled by the same individual. It can also happen
that a role is not filled although the worst-case scenario would be if a role is not recognized.
A buying center is a complex system of individual sensibilities and needs. If a buying center
is occupied with internal conflicts a decision is not likely to be achieved, while a too homogenous group can decrease the influence of the sellers. Because every buying center is
unique they are difficult to handle.159 Furthermore, information asymmetries, individual
agendas and expectations exist, and thus politics and conflicts can arise between stakeholders.160 An example could be inertia and resistance of IT departments due to the fear of
losing their standing, impact or relevance.161
Members

Role

Gatekeepers

Control information and connections with other stakeholders of the
buying center.

Buyers

Have the responsibility to comprehend and foresee their enterprises’
wants and requirements, and to recognize, negotiate and choose the
most suitable vendors.

Users

Use or administer the actual application of the solutions that are considered to be bought.
Have an impact on the purchasing procedure and conclusive purchasing choice by using significant authority or information.

Influencers
Advisors

Have a trustworthy and dependable understanding of the issues at
hand and give advice to the stakeholders of the buying center.

Facilitators

Assist or promote the seller by championing for them and the plans
within the company and its stakeholders.

Deciders

Have the power to choose between vendors and thus to make use
of their budgets.
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Members

Role

Project Manager

Coordinates the decision-making process, sometimes the role is
more the secretary, sometimes more the decision maker. Has relatively much power that is however often borrowed power. Often assigned by the decision maker or the gatekeeper.
Ensures that rules and guidelines are adhered to. Has a veto right if
he is involved and therefore has a very strong position of power.

Guardian of the
Grail

Table 7: Roles of the Buying Center
Source: Adapted by the author based on Herman; Le Bon 2015. p.52 and Schröder 2019 p.87

Schröder complements the above-mentioned role types with two extra roles. They are included in Table 7 and are the Project Manager and the so called “Guardian of the Grail”.
The Project Manager is the person to whom power is transferred by the Decider. Therefore,
the Decider is typically represented by the Project Manager within the buying center. Although this role gives the impression to make the call, it only approves the solution and
supports the final decision by the Decider.162
With increased subscription fees, software related risks and impact on the organization, the
Decider tends to be higher up in the organizations’ hierarchy.163 The ”Guardian of the Grail”
is a role of great power as they are responsible for the adherence to rules and regulations
and have a veto right. In a buying center in the software context, this role can be expected
to be filled by the IT Manager. They are not interested in the benefits of the software per se
like the specialist departments but require that rules such as IT security standards are complied with.164
Such a buying center constellation can be anticipated in software sales. SaaS can be expected to require different fields of competence in a company, like specialist departments,
IT and work council. This often results in a larger buying center with more decision makers
and correspondingly tougher and long-term decisions. For ERP systems, there is a formal
buying center with fixed participants. In others, there can be more of an informal buying
center including the users of the software.165 These often have a double role as Users and
Advisors or Experts and even have a veto right.166 Because it is the managers that increasingly utilize their budgets for the application of software in their divisions, the actual Users
of these divisions that interact with the solution on the daily business are said to have a
strong influence on decisions.167 The roles of the buying center will be further discussed in
chapter 5.8. In the following chapter, the KAMP model is described. Its goal is to support
the buying center in the best possible way in order to provide the best possible service
within the framework of a sales project, in our case a pilot project.
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2.8

Key Account Management Process

Within companies a business case serves to justify investment projects to other internal
deciders. Such a case cannot be created externally by the seller, and thus a credible business case can only be created with the participation of the customer. Only if the calculated
potential benefits and key figures come from the customer do they represent a trustworthy
and undisputed basis for decision-making.168 Return On Investment (ROI) predictability is
crucial for fostering investments.169 Because productivity improvement software’s benefits
are not as easy to put into monetary figures170 pilot projects may be used to create such a
company-specific use case.
Each deal with the customer should be seen as a stand-alone project with specific
timeframe and goals.171 Therefore, a pilot project could be seen as an independent KAM
project with the goal of scaling within the customers’ organization. Because to the author’s
knowledge there is no adequate framework for pilot projects, a surrogate model is referred
to. The KAMP Model describes five pillars that complex key account projects should include.
The five dimensions are described in Table 8. These surround the buying center and need
to be focused on simultaneously by KAM. This model gives an overview of the complex
KAM and is appliable to independent sales projects.172 Pilots as such can be seen as an
independent KAM project. Therefore, in the following chapter, this model is used as an initial
structural basis for understanding pilot projects.
Project
Management

Includes the five dimensions of initiation, objective formation, planning,
execution and controlling of each individual KAM sales project.

Expectations
Management

Revolves around managing the buying centers expectations regarding
the solution and the relationship. Solution involves communicating economic gains for the company, while relationship involves individual and
political motivations.

Concerns
Management

Revolves around managing the buying centers concerns regarding the
solution and the relationship. Solution involves handling arising objections, while relationship involves political motivations and issues.

Opportunities
Management

Revolves around reaching decision-makers, getting allies within the customers company and identifying and managing issues and opportunities
for sales.
Includes understanding the buying centers’ decision criteria for purchasing and to match these.

Choices
Management

Table 8: Key Account Management Process
Source: Depicted by the author based on Herman; Le Bon 2015, p.60ff
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3. Using the KAMP Framework
Research into the adoption of software is very advanced.173 However, research gaps exist,
where the perspective shifts towards DSS SaaS sellers and pilot projects in the context of
this research are considered. In the following, initial dimensions for successful pilot projects
are collected. These are mainly derived from software adoption literature, studies, reports
or documented expert interviews on software implementation. Furthermore, some blogposts are considered. These are selected based on assumed relevance on the seller’s influence in a pilot project and give an estimate on what knowledge is available in this regard.
To give an initial overview and structure, in the following they are allocated within the previously identified KAMP model. Apart from the sales project itself, within Project Management focus is however also laid on indicators for the successful management of the actual
pilot project, which can be strongly linked to the sales agenda. Because the references are
internationally dispersed, not all specifically cover the research object of pilots, they can
only hint on key elements that can be of importance in pilot projects for sellers. From this,
deductive codes have been derived that are recognized again in chapter 5. This process is
further described in the Methodology chapter (chapter 4).

3.1

Project Management

3.1.1 Project Initiation
The timing of pilots is said to be crucial for success in terms of their sales effect. When
prospects solely try to inform themselves, a pilot is wrongly placed. If pilots are used too
early it is usually expensive for the seller while not having great effect, as the potential
customer is still in the process of gathering information and still far away from a purchasing
decision. This goes along with less seriousness and thus less commitment of the customer.
Therefore, a pilot is recommended to be used towards the end of the procurement process.
Here, the customer has grasped the concept of the solution and faces final insecurities that
the pilot can resolve.174
Pilots tend to fail if the suppliers do not understand the key stakeholders’ drivers and fail to
grasp the details of the use case. To be successful, a pilot needs to be a partnership between customer and supplier.175 Therefore, it can be assumed that the suppliers should
focus on getting an in-depth understanding of the customer’s use case and their stakeholders, to be prepared for a pilot project and thus offer their customers the best possible advice
and service during the pilots. A close collaboration between supplier and contributing customer before and during the pilot could prove to be beneficial.
It is recommended for suppliers to aid their buyers in evaluating their company’s readiness
to adopt BI solutions. Therefore, it can be assumed that similar is suitable for the closely
linked DSS software category. The readiness of the customers’ business affects the adoption of the software. Therefore, it is recommended for suppliers to help their customers
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comprehend the necessities linked to implementing the software. These include communicating required conditions and giving guidance beforehand. 176 Furthermore, the support of
top management is proven to positively influence organizational readiness and thus software adoption.177 Getting the support of a top manager prior to a project can prove beneficial
for SaaS pilots. For BI projects it is suggested, that apart from having a committed management and paying attention to the management of change, they require a strong business
focus.178

3.1.2 Project Objectives
A strong factor in piloting is said to be the appraisal of the software and project process
after the pilot. Therefore, pilots should be set up in a way for them to be analyzed. This also
aids in measuring the pilots’ success and gives useful knowledge on how to advance a
possible further rollout.179 Also, the observability is stated as a significant factor for SaaS
adoption. Therefore, results of using an innovation need to be visible. This reduces uncertainty. Therefore, successful business cases and models need to be clear. 180 Internal success seems likely to have an even greater effect than promoted customer success stories.
A pilot could be used to reduce this uncertainty by providing a company internal business
case.
The objectives of a pilot are stated to best be set in a way that they are realistic in terms of
the future rollout of the solution. Also, the pilot setting should be similar to the future rollout
environment.181 For committed sellers this can suggest that the right KPIs and environment
for the pilot need to be identified, that are close enough to the real implementation of the
aspired software rollout. As sellers’ experiences with other customers can offer valuable
insights182, they could guide their customers in this process by consulting based on customers inputs and lessons derived from previous experiences in implementing their software.

3.1.3 Project Planning
It is hinted that pilot projects should be implemented in a way, that they enable and maintain
drive at the customers’ company from the beginning. Beforehand legal as well as security
requirements should be dealt with, so that after the pilot phase, a smooth transition into a
regular contract can be done without needing to negotiate further specifics. Pilots should
also be held in a limited duration. An initial month with the option to further extend this test
period should be sufficient enough for reaching the objectives, or even just showing that
change and action can be achieved. Furthermore, this reduces the risk of losing users’
productivity due to competing priorities.183
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Also, the Hawthorne effect could be considered.184 Hereby it is claimed that employees
have the tendency to change their behavior, simply because they know that they are under
observation.185 This could thus lead to more positive assessment of the acceptance and
productivity by the users of software during the pilot project, solely because the users that
test the software are more engaged, as they are under the impression of being observed
by management as part of a short pilot.
The size of the project is suggested to be kept small. In such, there should be enough
project participants to achieve meaningful results, however their numbers should be kept
sufficiently low in order to be handleable. Furthermore, it is suggested to involve more than
one division of a company, in order to limit risks of unpredictable capacity bottlenecks in
one, which could take attention away from the pilot and otherwise endangered the pilots
success.186 Those employees that are involved in DSS projects first are said to be crucial
for the sustainable success of the software implementation.187 It is indicated that understanding and uncovering the specific roles that users take during a software project is of
great advantage.188 Employees, that have been active in pilot projects before, are more
used to the process of piloting and tend to be more accessible to change that goes along
with piloting new solutions. These employees are referred to as early adopters and are more
prone towards innovations.189 (see also chapter 2.2)
The previously mentioned HTMM (chapter 2.2) model could further exemplify that employees’ individual reaction to change that goes along with innovation and software adoption
can differ significantly. Relating to the later stages of the model, these could be employees
that have been in the company for quite some time which are mentioned to oppose such
change.190 Also, individuals of a company that are prone to use innovation and have a strong
influence on their network of colleagues are referred to as champions and could be seen
as the Facilitator described as a member of the buying center. As they have a strong influence on adoption decisions, they can be a helpful ally that can help to influence others while
offering valuable ideas.191 Committed Sellers could focus on identifying and reaching out to
these individuals early on and involve them in the planning of the project. Unofficial leadership figures like these could simplify the initial project, as others might be inclined to follow.192
Training in advance is mentioned as a wish by users in SaaS implementation.193 Supporting
this, ahead of a software pilot project, these individuals that are chosen to take part in the
project should be prepared. This can include training on product features as well as stressing the significance for the company. This phase can also be used to specifically involve
key users. 194 In interviews on SaaS adoption the companies expected the supplier to inform
and train them on the applicability of the solution, regularly checking on them prior to the
roll out and to be strongly present in the planning phase.195 This can be already a chance
184
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for the supplier in terms of the partnership, to be connected to the customer before the
project launch. The specific elements of expectations management are further addressed
in chapter 3.2.
It is said that success of a project is significantly dependent on the implementer.196 Also,
the capabilities of the pilot project staff influence adoption.197 Therefore if sales has any
influence on project personnel staffing at the customers, it can be estimated that they should
consult the customers based on the above discussed points.

3.1.4 Project Execution
A study on the resistance of SaaS showed that the involvement of the users is suggested
to be the most promising for acceptance. This claim is also supported for DSS. For software
projects, their direct involvement raises the users’ satisfaction level.198 Interviews related to
the usage of BI software also supports this claim, as involving employees in the implementation leads to their ongoing engagement.199 Reversely, a too scarce sharing of information
is advised against.200 It is proposed that shortcomings in communication by managers results in the resistance of users towards BI use.201 Informing users on advancements helps
to keep the project top of mind for employees, which in return would simplify a future
rollout.202 Committed sellers could aspire to involve the members of a pilot project more
closely, by training, engaging users in feedback loops and by communicating progress regularly. Furthermore, they could aid managers in their communication processes by offering
easily sharable content. These are further discussed in the following paragraphs.

3.1.5 Project Control
The supplier’s support in terms of additional and urgent servicing, updates and dedicated
coaching is mentioned as a key for successful software projects.203 Although the software
product itself and issues in reliability are not part of this research, the seller’s communication
on this needs to be mentioned. Suppliers of SaaS can be advised to be proactive in regards
to informing their customers on possible issues that arise during software usage. 204 For an
adoption project to work out, it is mentioned, that the supplier as well as the responsible
manager of the customer should be skilled in the management of change. 205
Having a support opportunity via phone or chat is described as a useful tool to aid customers
in a timely manner in their first initial steps with a solution. 206 Furthermore, there were few
references in the context of this research which could be assigned exclusively to this KAMP
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field. As the fields are highly interrelated, project control elements, like identifying and managing issues in the sales project, will be covered in some of the following paragraphs.207

3.2

Expectation Management

3.2.1 Solution Based
Customer expectations are said to be very high due to leaders in the market having certain
standards that have set the expectations of customers towards other suppliers. 208
It is suggested, that resistance towards software usage rises if middle managers are not
convinced of its benefits.209 Employees‘ motivation to utilize Decision Support Software increases however, if they believe that an increased utilization of DSS leads to an improved
performance.210 Yet opposed to the previously mentioned Rogers, in SaaS, the perception
of relative benefits of BI software has no significant influence on the adoption of such software. Therefore, paying special attention to delivering the benefits of the solution in this
regard could not be recommended.211
As mentioned above, user involvement increases their satisfaction level.212 The satisfaction
of users greatly influences the desire of employees to use software continuously. Expectations that were formed ahead of the software’s usage are checked upon and verified. If the
results are positive and the perception on the usefulness of the software is given, this increases satisfaction levels, which then affects sustainable usage.213
Because the expectations towards cost efficiency is said to be already particularly elevated,
software suppliers should not additionally increase these expectations. This could have a
reversely negative effect, as it could lead to frustration.214 By continuously handling the expectations of the employees within the project, their chance of failure decreases. A mentioned method to handle employees’ expectations is by offering coaching and keeping communication with the users ongoing during the project.215 Offering better coaching to these
employees that use the software increases the subjective usability, which in return has a
significant influence on the intention to use software.216 Because too complex messages
could lead to unwanted lags in software adoption plans, information that is shared with
stakeholders may be simplified.217
Therefore a committed seller could focus on simplifying their messaging and to allow users
to experience the software in supervised trainings and to transmit the benefits of the solution
and its organizational gains and to offer a modest expectation towards the realistic benefits
of the solution within the pilot project.
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3.2.2 Relationship Based
It is suggested, that when employees see their own personal gains in the usage of software,
it increases the adoption of the software within the company. Employees that see the results
of software usage in their individual business outcomes are more likely to use that software.
In operational software, outcomes are directly observable for employees. For software like
BI the added value is not as direct and does take some time to be observed. This highlights
the importance of making gains personal to employees and to make outcomes presentable
and observable. This would increase ongoing usage of the software.218 The employees are
said not to utilize software if they do not observe its value. However, they would only be
able to observe this fully, once they make use of the software. Therefore, software suppliers
need to get their employees excited about their software in advance. This can be done by
linking its communicated value to the daily business processes of the employees and thus
making it personal.219 Sellers could communicate personal gains to individuals and encourage usage through connecting the value of the software usage towards the business cases
of individuals in the company.
A survey with IT executives suggests that perceived benefits of SaaS adoption, in the field
of cost advantages, improvements in quality and strategic flexibility has an impact on the
intention of the customer to strengthen the level of SaaS usage. The perceived risks of
SaaS adoption however also strongly influence this. Security risk is the strongest influencer
while performance, strategic and economic risks were also evaluated as significant.220
These are however strongly product related. In the following, more focus is laid on the management of concerns in projects.

3.3

Concern Management

3.3.1 Solution Based
Concerns regarding the solution includes reservations towards software. As mentioned previously, this occurs when participants from the buying center fail to grasp its functions and
values and do not see a connection to their personal needs.221
Due to digital tracking capabilities, suppliers of software have strategic knowledge on engagement rates within their own solution. This means that they know how high or low the
customer’s user engagement is. Low user engagement can point to unhappiness within the
userbase. This helps suppliers to take measures in a timely manner in order to raise the
customer’s satisfaction level.222
Issues, like the change in processes that goes along with a new solution, insufficient
knowledge on application and usage of the software, are mentioned. Insufficient support
from the supplier as well as insufficient assistance in uncovering as well as managing
change that was needed for software implementation is reported by software customers.
218
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Analyzed companies are said to have issues in adopting new software when their supplier
is not readily present, easily accessible nor supportive. Also, they need to place high levels
of trust in their supplier.223 Therefore, it could show that committed sellers show presence
early on and are accessible and supportive towards their customers in order to build a trustful partnership.
The coaching of users of software within a company has an impact on the adoption software. For software like BI however, there is a discrepancy between the usage of the software and the comprehension of the data that it offers. 224 This could suggest that the supplier’s coaching should consider the context and not only train users based on the usability
of the software, but also on a deeper comprehension of their data and in terms of DSS give
coaching in regard to decision making.
An unsatisfactory support by software suppliers in the field of BI has been found. It is suggested, that by improving their approach, software suppliers can strongly increase their
competitive advantage.225 Making this competitive advantage experienceable in pilots could
prove to be a strong success factor.

3.3.2 Relationship Based
Relationship based concerns in this regard are based on political problems between employees that can arise. Although such problems are not as visible, they are usually more
severe than solution-based concerns and are harder to manage.226 As such, the implementation of a new software bears the risk of stimulating conflict between employees and groups
within a company.227
Managers seem to be dependent on their employees to use and approve new software.229
The adoption and adequate usage of the software by individual employees however is seen
as a major obstacle.230 A key issue in introducing new software are employees that oppose
change throughout the implementation project.231
Even the best software can fail during implementation if not all stakeholders participate actively. If the users are not involved in a suitable way from the beginning, they build up tensions and fears that can ultimately lead to projects failing.232 Because political aspects have
a substantial effect within companies, they also have an effect on the selection of software.
These aspects should therefore not be ignored and treated lightly. 233 Paying attention towards power issues and issues related to social status can be seen as important for the
introduction of new DSS. However, uncertainty is highlighted as an even stronger motive
for resistance towards DSS.234
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Within a KAM project an important factor is the capability of the account manager to anticipate hurdles that might hinder sales. Also, an important factor is that the account managers
are able to manage and solve issues when they arise.235 It is recommended that every
critical issue is planned for with an individual resolution strategy236, while the possible issues
are monitored by an alarm system. These alarm systems inform the Key Account Manager
in a timely manner of potential threats. One of the buying center’s internal roles, that could
disclose early warnings, is the Facilitator. Early hints for lessened receptivity mostly arise
at the start of a project. Hints for increased anxiety mostly arise closer to the end of a project.
Examples for both are shown in Table 9.237
Lessened receptivity
•
•
•
•
•

Increased anxiety
•
•

Lack of or getting conflicting specifics
Getting unrealistic queries
Lessened touchpoints with important
members of the buying center
Missing base for the justification of
buying
Assumed needs do not become pronounced

•
•

Strong desire for details and meetings
Objections arise although they have already been dealt with and might contain
inconsistencies
The providers reliability and track-record
is challenged
Shared information is not as openly accepted

Table 9: Early Warnings
Source: Adapted by the author based on Herman; Le Bon; Safari 2015, p.65f

3.4

Opportunities Management

For suppliers of business software, it is highlighted that management sponsorship is essential for an effective implementation of software. Therefore, in order to target and win these
over, suppliers are recommended to stress the benefits of the solution for decisions and key
activities of the customer’s organization.238 Analyzing the buying center is mentioned as an
important part of opportunity management.239
The importance of the “Guardian of the Grail” has been described. This role, which is mostly
an IT manager in the software context, needs to be identified and nourished. Otherwise this
stakeholder could use their veto right at the end of the pilot, should their requirements not
be met. Because account managers are strongly occupied by the customer’s project manager, the users themselves, are likely to neglect the actual decider of the software purchase.
Therefore, account managers should aspire to be aware of the final decider in a project
early on. Account managers have to find these stakeholders and invest in a connection if
possible.240 Often the project is given to others by the deciders. The decider might initiate
the whole project, but others then manage the process. The decider then later arrives towards the closing of a project and has to be nourished by the account managers all over. 241
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The St. Gallen KAM concept confirms that the actual decision makers only participate and
exert influence later in the purchasing process.242 Therefore it is advised to engage early
with such a person to uncover and match success criteria in the project that are strongly
relevant for the decider level243 and to invite these to a presentation of the results of the
project. Additionally, identifying promoters as well as opponents and their attitude towards
the solution and managing these is advised.244
Furthermore, it is recommended to put special focus on the deciders as well as the Facilitators of a project. This is due to the fact that the other buying center’s stakeholders are
said to be much easier to administer should the expectations of the Decider be understood
and a functioning working relationship with the Facilitator is held.245
As opposed to promoting software within the company it is recommended for suppliers to
rather engage in connections with main users of the software. 246 Because users have a
strong influence and even a veto right247, it can be assumed that they must be dealt with
carefully. In previous paragraphs it has been described to involve users as a success factor
for projects. This can even go so far as to permit employees to be able to influence the
configuration of the software based on company specific processes and users’ ideas. This
type of involvement can be an effective measure to decrease inertia in projects by increasing approval rates due to flexibility to change requests. 248 Although startups may not have
the resources to be flexible and to implement change requests, additional requests could
prove to be a possibility of increased user acceptance as well as an upselling opportunity
for after the pilot phase.
In addition to the main stakeholders, software suppliers should also consider the key users
of their solutions. Key users drive early use and distribution of the solution in their company
network. For sales, it is important that the value proposition is structured in such a way that
the goals and concerns of all stakeholders are taken into account.249 Table 10 shows the
most common goals and fears of deciding and software using stakeholders throughout different company levels.

End User
Goals

Fears

Process
and Project Level
Process specialists, project members
Usability, less boredom

Department
and Division Level
Head of department

Business Model
Level
Executive management

Improved Team performance

Increase in the complexity
of work

Become irrelevant

Increasing the importance of individual
areas of responsibility
Lack of recognition and
value of the contribution
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Main
Deciders
Goals

Fears

Process
and Project Level
Business process manager, project manager
improved efficiency, faster
processing

Department
and Division Level
department manager, division manager
cost reduction, free up resources for other projects

lack of targets for project
outputs, reduced quality

loss of overview, loss of
budget for a solution that
does not produce results

Business Model
Level
CEO, COO
Reduce costs of existing
projects, make business
more profitable
Lack of growth targets

Table 10: Goals and Fears of Stakeholders
Source: Translated by the author from Kilian; Mirski 2016, p. 65

Social influence is suggested to have a significant effect on the ambition to utilize SaaS. As
described, it is the users that have a strong influence on the purchasing decision, they can
further be utilized as marketing instruments. By offering marketing content to the users they
can be encouraged to promote the software.250 SaaS sellers could therefore be inclined to
have specific content prepared in order to distribute to the users in the right moment.

3.5

Choices Management

A tighter connection with clients is utilized to gather advanced insights into the criteria of the
customer. These specifications can then be promised and implemented in the future. Also,
by having a closer connection with the client suppliers can be much more aware of the
client’s current issues and processes. By understanding what a customer is currently facing,
suppliers can particularly attend these during difficult phases.251
It is mentioned that a hurdle for a pilot’s success is not having a plan for increasing adoption
participation in such a project. This leads to not having enough usable data to make a purchasing decision and thus reversely not giving suppliers further sales arguments. In order
for suppliers to have such leverage the collection and analysis of data is also crucial.252
In a previous chapter the roles of the buying center have been highlighted. It is worthwhile
to take an individual look at the roles involved at the customers. This enables suppliers to
determine their further strategy and the use of resources more accurately.253 It is the account manager’s responsibility to understand each individual employees’ role of the buying
center and to use this information to exert adequate influences in the project. 254
The above-mentioned analysis of the roles of the buying center must always be seen in
connection with the determination of personality types. Only by recognizing the character
types can one estimate how a stakeholder will function in their role. The role of a person
does not necessarily give direct conclusions and predictions for their actions. The value
proposition must cover the specific interests of the most influential stakeholders in the buying center. This is important because the value proposition needs to reflect the needs of the
customers very well. And at the same time, it connects the capabilities of the supplier with
250
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the needs of the buyers.255 Although SaaS startups might offer standardized solutions, service could be uniquely adapted as a strong part of the value proposition.
In an interview Emily Ricco states that a hurdle for success is not involving the IT as well
as legal and security teams early enough in the purchasing process, as they have deep
knowledge that is beneficial for the customer before signing a contract. 256 They might furthermore have information and special requirements, that might otherwise surprise the supplier and could lead to product misplacement or could lead to an inapplicable value proposition.

3.6

Moving Forward

The KAMP model was used as a framework to gather and initially structure potential important elements of pilot projects from secondary data. Deductive codes derived by its application are adopted for further progressing. The use of codes, primary data collection and
the analysis is further described in the following methodology chapter.
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4. Methodology
This chapter describes the empirical approach that was conducted. During the initial research literature was explored to identify how pilot projects could be used as an effective
sales tool for SaaS startups so that they can be used to enter and scale further in a customer’s organization. However, no dedicated information on pilots themselves was found in
this context and to the authors knowledge this topic was not the focus of any previous research, especially not for the sales perspective. Nevertheless, potential elements for pilot
projects within the research context were identified by using the KAMP framework. This
comprises the first of three stages that are described in the following sub-chapter.

4.1

Design

As noted, no previous research was found that had the research object, the sales nature of
pilot projects of DSS SaaS startups, as their focus. Therefore, the research approach aimed
at exploring this topic. Following the explorative nature of the research, a methodological
approach containing elements of hermeneutical methods and technical elements of
grounded theory was followed. This approach was chosen to further gain an understanding
of the research object, give structure to and derive possible postulations from it. For this,
empirical findings are reflected upon and supported interpretations are derived from the
data. The steps taken hereby are described in the following paragraphs.
The study was divided into three iterative stages. These previous text passages leading up
to this Methodology chapter characterize the preliminary understanding of the research object. Deductive codes were generated from this. The initial sense making is reasonable,
since an empirically and theoretically supported estimate was used to be verified in the
process.257 The second stage revolved around the primary data collection and initial inductive analysis. Qualitative explorative interviews and qualitative content analysis were conducted hereby. The third stage was focused upon interpretation of the data as well as postulation development through reflection of the collected primary data with secondary data.
This process is elaborated on in the following paragraphs.

4.2

Interview Partners

As described previously, the focus of study for the research was laid on the software category niche of Decision Support Software in Enterprise Sales. The experts were selected to
provide a deeper insight into the object under investigation. The experts that were interviewed are experienced witnesses of the object of investigation. First and foremost, the
interviewed experts themselves are part of the object of study, 258 specifically employees in
startups who manage pilot projects at customers. Furthermore, other experts were consulted, that could also provide a valuable perspective on the object under investigation.
These were those that have already supervised or accompanied pilot projects. This included
consultants in the field of sales as well as software implementation.
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The interview partners were acquired through a social selling approach. This approach,
which was previously applied by the author to reach employees as well as high ranking
stakeholders, was used in the acquisition of experts matching the criteria of being witnesses
of the research object. For this, online databases such as Capterra were used to identify
startups in the field of Decision Support Software. Those that matched the research criteria
of being startups in the field of DSS and Enterprise Sales were then looked up on the online
business network LinkedIn. Using a premium function within the social network, employees
that work at these companies were identified. Their work history and role within their current
company could be viewed. Those individuals whose profile suggested a strong customer
orientation were approached. By communicating the research intent and offering the research results in exchange for providing their experience and perspective, a connection
was established. Apart from one previously known consultant as well as one startup, all
experts were acquired using a social selling approach. An overview of the individual interview partners is given and included in the appendix.

4.3

Data Collection

The primary data collection took place between the 18 th of March and the 13th of May 2020.
In total, eight experts were interviewed during the course of the research. The interviews
ranged between 40 and 90 minutes, dependent on the time that the interview partners were
available. Due to the broad Covid-19 lockdown as well as geographical distances, the interviews were solely conducted via video and telephone interviews. All interview partners
were informed beforehand about the interview including the research objective and the data
collection method and gave their consent to participate. The interviews were held either in
English or in German and were recorded via a direct function in the utilized video conferencing tool or with a mobile device.
Through these interviews the primary data was collected. To support the explorative nature
of the study the interviews were oriented and conducted in an open manner within the context of the research. Previously identified dimensions were however referred to when they
were deemed suitable, such as when the previous answer of an interview partner already
led in such a direction. A mixture of questions regarding experiences as well as reflective
questions were asked. The initial question started broadly to gain an initial understanding
of the interviewees, their business and their experiences. The answers of the interviewees
were used as a continuous basis to pick up on elements and to dive into a deeper exploring
of the research object. This helped to uncover insights into key pilot practices, hurdles and
success factors, CSM, CM, as well as cultural nuances.

4.4

Ethical Consideration

The author himself manages a SaaS startup. Possible ethical considerations of gaining unauthorized business information or facing conflicts of interest have been considered. Therefore, full disclosure of the author’s double role as researcher and founder was made to all
interview participants.
One interview was held with a potential partnership offering from the interviewee. A potential
ethical constraint of gaining information under false pretenses was considered. However, a
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partnership was also in alignment with the author’s own interest of evaluating alternative
courses of action for their company. The research agenda was openly communicated before the interview. All non-research related aspects of the communication were neither included in the research nor in the evaluation and thus cannot be found in the transcript.

4.5

Challenges

The choice of the niche field of Decision Support Software also had the intent that startups
were similar enough for the findings to have relevance, yet different enough to reduce the
risk of possible reservation and withholding of valuable information by the interview partners. By not needing to have to talk directly to competitors, the aim was to increase the
industry experienced experts’ willingness to give unfiltered insights. Possibly due to the intrusive nature of the research, but also due to the shift in priorities through Covid-19, the
enthusiasm of such startups’ employees, however, was initially limited to engage in conversation. Therefore, for acquiring interview partners from DSS startups, the acquisition efforts
and scope were increased. Furthermore, a stronger focus was laid on identifying potential
elements for sales-oriented pilot projects from literature and thus deductive codes were
derived.

4.6

Data Analysis

The documentation methodology of data from the qualitative interviews was inspired by
simple transcription rules suggested by Dresing and Pehl.259 The audio files of the interviews where transcribed literally, while smoothing out of dialect and filler words was done.
Afterwards, the interviews were translated, if they were not originally conducted in English.
Furthermore, they were anonymized. Qualitative content analysis was inspired by the process steps laid out by Hennink, Hutter and Bailey. In these steps the data was coded,
ranked and categorized260, using the MAXQDA software for qualitative data analysis261. The
interview transcripts were initially each analyzed separately. There, elements, like recurring
objects, terms and ideas, were each labeled with an inductive code or related to a previously
identified deductive code that was generated from secondary data. In case of the translated
interviews, the codes were generated reading the original version while documentation was
done in the English version. The goal was to not lose data in translation while preparing a
simplified comparability by only using codes in one language. The multitude of codes were
then sorted to related elements, revised, partly merged and structured in groups. In this
iterative process these groups were also arranged in a final structure.
To exemplify the process an example of each a deductive and an inductive code is given.
The deductive code “Measure” was used for the when interviewees mentioned the previously identified importance of measurement of the success of pilot projects (see chapter
3.1.2). Eight codes could be attributed to this throughout four interviews. An example from
an interviewee’s statement is: “This is what the result will be. It will be measured by this.”262
An example of an inductive code is “tie product value to monetary sum” which is used for
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mentionings regarding themes revolving around linking the value that a solution generates
to monetary figures. This also includes the code “ROI” and was coded nine times throughout
four interviews. A shortened statement of an interviewee in this regard is: “I think the single
most, the single greatest thing you can do as a company selling a product is if you can tie
your products value to a monetary sum.”263 Next to “Clear Objectives” these codes are part
of a code group “Verify Benefits” which is related to a “Benefits” code group that consists of
a total 34 recurring codes.
The result of iterative revisions was a total of 420 recurring codes within the interview transcripts that were attributed to 92 code categories. These were grouped and arranged. The
subchapters of the following discussion chapter present the results of this structuring.
Therefore, the mentioned code group titled “Benefits” is also the title of chapter 5.4. In these
chapters underlying statements of interviewees of related codes are presented, compared
and discussed. By reflecting on the findings with previously identified secondary data, CSM,
CM and cultural dimensions, a structured collection of elements, interpretations and postulations was won. This is documented in the discussion chapter (5)

4.7

Limitations

All the experts from startups are themselves part of the object of research. Therefore, they
have a specific view on the topic which allowed the sharing of deep experiences on the
topic. This meant a one-sided view on the topic which had to be considered when interpreting the data. An attempt to mitigate this limitation was made by including theoretical research and thus reflection with secondary data. To further reflect on the findings, interviews
with consultants as witnesses of the object under investigation were done.
Inspired by Gläser and Laudel, the consultation of the receiving end, namely customers
implementing software as opposed to interviewing suppliers that offer pilots, could have
also been a source of valuable insights.264 However, the consultation of customers or potential customers was not possible due to ethical reasons as well as conflicts of interest for
the author in the secondary role as founder of a startup. Therefore, theoretical research was
aimed at including the customer’s perspective as well. Furthermore, the consultant with
experience in supporting customers’ software implementations added perspective to the
research. The consultants were identified as interview partners during the author’s first insight into the topic. Because he was personally known prior to the research, the sales consultant can be seen as a convenient sample. Consultants tend to be self-reflecting and base
their expertise in theory and experience. However, their inputs were treated as individual
perspectives, and thus their statements were reflected on in regard to the gathered primary
and secondary data.
While the authors immersion in his own startup sparked the interest in the research object,
this meant that the author himself is a contributing part of the object of investigation. In order
to get the necessary distance to the research, several steps were undertaken. The focus
on the niche of DSS startups resulted in not having a personal connection to the startups
or their interview partners ahead of the research, apart from the author’s own company.
Although a close connection existed in the author’s own startup, its sales manager was
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interviewed and results were analyzed by strictly following the described process. While
telephone interviews made conversations less personal, and thus trust and depth might
have been lost, in the interview with the author’s colleague this even created a certain advantageous distance. Having already gathered own experiences, this could have biased the
author. The above described process and data analysis was utilized to reduce possible
biases from the author as well as limitations from the interview partners.
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5. Discussion
In this chapter the results of the qualitative interviews are presented, reflected on and discussed in order to understand how pilot projects can be used as an effective sales tool for
SaaS startups. The sub-chapters resulted from the grouping of codes as part of the data
analysis described in chapter 4.6. They cover identified sales enabling elements of pilot
projects and are reflected on with CSM, CM and cultural dimensions. The following main
thematic code groups where identified and are described in the subsequent chapters. Initially the Role of Pilot Projects is outlined. This is followed by Understanding the Customer,
Pilot Design, Benefits, Competitive Advantage, Involving Employees, Managing the Process, the importance of the Buying Center as well as Roll Out Success. A brief overview of
the 8 interviewees can be found in the appendix. In the following chapters they are referred
to as P1-8.

5.1

The Role of Pilot Projects

The interview partners utilized pilot projects in one form or another in their sales processes.265 It is reported that pilot projects represent a certain commitment by the prospect
that is given to the seller and the project. This is due to the reasoning that these projects
are usually remunerated. A customer that is willing to engage in such a project sends out
the clear signal to the seller that they are strongly interested. For the seller this means that
they have reached a next stage. This situation is preferred by the seller as they then have
the chance to prove themselves. With these projects they can often leave a positive impression and thus win the customer over.266
Pilots are said to be an opportunity to get “a foot in the door” 267 and thus either do business
or initially get into the prospects’ companies as a seller. P3 recommends to actively include
pilots in the sale approach of companies in order to handle the fears and worries of the
customer. Pilots can be positioned as a minimum action agreement whereby before doing
the overall project, a pilot is done to test whether KPIs can be met. This is then the basis
for further progress,268 since these projects are used to start small and grow within the client.269
Projects are broken down into smaller parts in order to convince customers that are hesitant
and just want to try things out first. The startup proves itself to buyer to then enable larger
scaling later. P1 even describes a development in the naming of their projects. Within their
first year of being on the market they called their pre-scaling projects pilots. In later stages
however, they positioned it as smaller test runs or introductions. 270 This seems to be the
case as they have reached a certain maturity and confidence and thus would not need to
use pilots to prove themselves. The former software implementation consultant P8 reports
on different pilot practices. The software consultancy company is assigned by the client for
the purpose of software selection and implementation. The objective here is to successfully
265
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implement complex software globally at the client. Hereby pilots are used to gather learnings and to further advance the rollout.271 Thus, these projects do not follow the sales
agenda of pilots in this thesis, however learnings for sellers can be derived from P8’s experiences in software implementation and reporting’s are used for reflection purposes. Different wordings for pilot projects are taken up in the next paragraphs.

5.1.1 Different Wordings
P5 uses POCs as well as paid trials that they also refer to as paid POCs. Their POCs are
utilized early on in pre-sales as a tool to prove to the potential customers that their base
value proposition works. Having proven this, in the case of the interviewee identifying issues
in the customer's historic data, then they have reached a hook point where the customer is
inclined to move forward. P5 refers to these as a “Proof in the Pudding”. Further elaborating
on this as:
“Can your product, not you, not abstractly illustrate, not prove on a PowerPoint that you can
solve my problem? Can I actually see and work with the product and see it solve my problems?"

The paid POCs then go a step further in proving that the software is a long-term solution
that offers more than their base value of anomaly detection.272 This describes a difference
that is also highlighted and described as POC pilot and Proof of Value pilots. The latter goes
beyond simply proving the concept and is aimed at showing what actual value can be derived from a solution. Naturally this requires more time and effort.273
POC are however also used as a term for tailor made software demonstration. For this at
P2’s company, insights won on LinkedIn are used to simulate closely the structures present
at the site of their prospects. For these demonstrations the prospect can also send in their
own data. Initial projects are then referred to as pilots.274 Similar to P5’s first POCs, at P4 it
is used to gather insight into the data at the customer’s site after a successful demonstration. This allows them to present the data later and derive value from it. After such a project
and a positive decision of the customer’s stakeholders the roll out to the company is usually
directly undertaken.275 P3 and P6 simply refer to pre-scaling projects as pilots while P7 calls
them POC projects.276 The interviewees’ pilots seem to go more into the direction of the
above-mentioned Proof of Value pilots.
As stated in an early chapter, in order to adhere to one term, the term pilot is further used
to refer to these pre-scaling projects that go beyond simple trials and demonstrations.

5.1.2 International Projects
It was mentioned that international projects would go along with geographical distances,
which would make it harder to achieve success also due to issues in communication. This
271
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can be due to language or culture277, and make it harder to control such projects. Communication as well as control is discussed in later paragraphs (chapter 5.6.2 and 5.7.1). While
not necessarily affecting the software itself, culture is stated to influence change
measures.278
Brazil and Portugal would be similar in terms of applied sales processes. A difference between sales in Brazil and Europe, mainly England, Germany, Switzerland and Belgium, was
noted. In Brazil the sales cycles would be longer, as people like to talk more and have longer
meetings.279
One interviewee spoke of his experiences in Canada and Germany where not only culture
had an effect on projects, but also regional differences that affect the concept of pilots itself.
In Anglo-American countries the need to engage in pilots themselves would be far less, as
due to higher employee fluctuation people would need to realize roll out projects far quicker.
In Germany he reflected that pilots are very relevant as the engineering driven cultural mindset of people would drive the need to try things out.280 This could be a reason why in the
USA startup P1’s pilots are not as prominent. Only about 25 percent of their prospects execute a pilot.281 However in the other interviewed USA startup, P5, pilot projects are common practice.282 Furthermore, an interviewee from a German startup described that their
pilot projects usually directly lead to a roll out, yet pilots would not be the standard,283 while
the other German startups stressed the importance of pilot projects.284 Therefore, this would
contradict the general statement and can suggest that the need for pilot projects could also
be due to other factors. These could be organizational readiness, maturity of the startups
themselves or their product, or the innovation level and complexity of the software offering
itself.285 In the case of P4 this could be due to the startup being mature in their offering and
their solution requiring less change at the customers. The interviewee however also states
that cultural factors would not be limited to pilots but would be relevant for all projects. 286
The sales consultant recommended having local friends to help drive projects. Having local
friends could also be a solution for the issues that arise due to distances. Taking local cultures into account and being able to manage local cultures would however be more relevant
for the roll out after the pilot287, which could be attributed to the fact that after the rollout
several cultures would simultaneously be involved. An initial pilot in a cultural environment
that is familiar to the stakeholders would therefore be simpler to manage.
While those interviewees that spoke about culture mentioned that it would have an effect
on projects, they did not seem to be experts in the field, while the others mostly worked in
regional roles.288 As the interviewees’ startups were located in different countries their experiences could give some insights in cultural nuances. Yet as the number of perspectives
is limited, no viable claim to generalization can be made. Culture brings with it a complexity,
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the depth of which cannot be done justice in this work. Also, models are generalizations
and can vary on various dimensions such as on a personal, social, regional or organizational level.289 The experiences of interviewees can however be reflected on by applying
cultural dimensions and thus this could also permit some remarks towards general cultural
nuances.
In the initial concept of the thesis, the author assumed that culture would play a role. The
research seems to show that cultural aspects are indeed relevant. The usage of a cultural
model by Lewis and its application to change management was inspired by the work of
Illyas and Hassan. These classes of the Lewis Model help to understand behaviors and to
manage people from different cultures more cultural sensitively. 290 In this model, cultures
are divided into three main classes. People of Linear-Active cultures are highly organized
planners and are task-oriented, Multi-Active cultures are talkative and people-oriented while
Re-Active cultures are respectful listeners and tend to me more introverted.291 This would
directly match with the above-mentioned talkativeness of stakeholders in Brazil, as a MultiActive country. Also, Germany as a Linear-Active country seems in alignment with the statement that stakeholders here would prefer to try things out first. However, in reflecting on the
progressing research, the Lewis model was assessed as suboptimal due to its simplicity
and focus on communication. The consideration of multiple dimensions would allow a more
appropriate reflection on the uncovered data. Hofstede’s cultural dimensions are widely recognized292, as they offer various dimensions for the analysis of cultures. The main dimensions are Power Distance, Individualism/Collectivism, Masculinity/Femininity, Uncertainty
Avoidance, and Long/Short Term Orientation.293 When applied for reflection, these dimensions are further described in the following paragraphs. Uncertainty Avoidance seems
strongly relevant in the following subchapter and thus is described and used for reflection
at the bottom of it.

5.1.3 Uncertainties
While pilots are mentioned to be used to prove the concept of the startups’ software solutions to their prospects294, they are also utilized to deal with unsure customers. Such insecurities of prospects seem to stem from various reasons. Pilots are used by companies that
are still hesitant295, and are utilized to satisfy the customer’s need for security.296 The prospect might not yet be confident in the solution of the startup and needs to protect themselves to get a feeling that things are progressing in the right direction. This then would
simplify final decisions.297 Furthermore these projects are utilized to check upon the supplier’s offering, its effects and whether the offered solution is actually needed. Managers
that are unsure whether what they want to do is right or not can thus get a justification for
it. This helps them assess whether their money is properly invested. 298 P7 refers to the
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reverse as buying a “pig in a poke”.299 Seemingly not knowing what value they would get
before experiencing it after purchase.
Many decision makers are said to be afraid of change. To make the change easier and to
back themselves, pilots are therefore used. The reason for this is that today’s managers are
responsible for their company’s success and are fully responsible for any problems that may
come up. Consequences they may face could go as far as termination of their work contracts.300 This results in the increased caution of those managers. Therefore, P3 even predicts that pilots will be an increasing phenomenon in the future.301 The newness of solutions
to the market is mentioned as a factor302, which also means a lack of experience of these.303
As a further means to protect themselves it is mentioned that prospects might adhere to
reference calls or visits or consulting the opinions of analysts. This can be seen as a sales
enabler, as this offers a chance to shine with references while the customer invests more
into final means of assurance.304 Furthermore, including references in the communication
of the seller can lead to the prospect’s fear of missing out, referred to as FOMO. References
spark the interest of prospects as they do not wish to fall behind their possible competitors.305
The cultural dimension of Uncertainty Avoidance is described as the degree by which people are subjectively endangered “by ambiguous or unknown situations.” A result is the concern for foreseeability and regulations.306 The startups’ statements seem to align with this
need. Prospects’ fear of change, which was emphasized by the Portuguese interviewee,
coincides with Portugal’s very high Uncertainty Avoidance score of 99.307
The above-mentioned comparison of the need for pilots in Germany and the USA could
also be considered under this dimension. The score of Germany is higher (65 vs. USA score
46) and thus the need for safety should be higher. Also, the conflicting statements on the
importance of pilots in the USA could be due to their mid-range score that increases the
importance of individual assessments of situations at hand.308 Linking this cultural dimension to the uncertainties involved in introducing new software to companies, it seems reasonable that prospects in countries that have a higher score in this regard would tend to
have a higher need to pilot in order to increase foreseeability and reduce the unknown.
Startups that offer pilots in such cultures could reduce uncertainties of customers and it
might be reasonable to offer accurate plans of steps and what to expect during projects
beforehand. Elements of this could be found in some of the interviewees’ statements309 and
chapter 5.6.1 also picks up on this.
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5.1.4 Hunting and Farming
In pilot projects Customer Success Managers and Sellers are said to work hand in hand as
both would complement each other.310 Customer Success has the goal to make their customers successful and to continuously grow them in order to sell more licenses in the end.
This involves helping the users to understand the solution and to be productive with it. 311
The role is described as "being able to explain complex problems in simple ways and provide solutions to complex problems, in simple ways."312
Although Customer Success is mainly used for existing customers with signed contracts to
build upon, it is described as a role that is pursued in pilots. This role then includes convincing customers to renew their contracts and to sign long term contracts313 in order to increase
their CLTV.314
Sales Representatives have the agenda to close deals. Pilots can be seen as the final stage
to pass in order to close the deal. Sellers are mostly involved in the acquisition process and
as soon as a pilot is running, it is said to be more farming than hunting. Yet sellers have to
be kept closely involved and guide this process. The conversion of a pilot to a long-term
contract is seen as the acquisition of new business as this still happens within the first
year.315 CSM should ideally be presented to prospects before the purchase is concluded.
This would enable putting the focus more on value-based sales arguments.316
The setup and who is involved at the sellers’ is said to depend on the startup’s size.317 While
with other startups this seems to be done by at least two parties in hunting and farming
roles, early stage startups that do not have the personnel resources seems to adhere to
employees taking on double roles.318 Such startups might not have employees that are
solely responsible for CSM.319 However the main focus of this work is not on the “who?”,
rather it is focused on the “how?” and “what?”. Therefore, these paragraphs are further
aimed at getting an understanding of startups’ pilot projects.

5.1.5 When Pilots Are Not Used
The ideal situation for the seller is described as not having to engage in pilot projects at all
and to simply do a companywide rollout.320 This would also make sense because pilot projects also require a lot of the startup’s resources.321 While this seem strongly dependent on
the above-mentioned security needs of the startups’ prospects, some factors are identified
where no pilot projects are engaged in.
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Cases are mentioned, in which prospects already have processes in place which shall be
improved to make them more efficient or where it is already clear that they need the startup’s
solution. This includes that the corresponding budget is already allocated.322 Also, when
normal contracts are set up in a way that helps the customers to simply opt out in a short
period of time would not make pilot projects as necessary.323 Such a case could also decrease a customer’s perceived lock-in and commitment risks. However, as was described
earlier it might not be the absence of possibilities to cancel, yet the effort to substitute a
solution once it is implemented that can make a software selection process at the prospects
complex.324
Pilots are furthermore mentioned to not be utilized when the customer is so confident in the
solution of the startups that a pilot is not needed to make the final decision. The abovementioned reference calls and reference visits, as well as the consultation of analyst opinions can be seen as a means to further gain security and confidence in the software solution
of the startup.325 For early stage startups these options however seem limited due to a lack
of maturity in the market. Furthermore, pilots may not be needed when prospects already
fully understand the value of the solution that fits the issues that they currently face. This
can also include that they already perceive the value of the solution to surpass the possible
risks, costs and possibly even the effort that goes along with implementation. This seems
reasonable, as it is suggested that by increasing the value and the competitive advantage,
this could reduce concerns towards implementation burdens.326 If this however is not
achievable fully in advance, a pilot seems necessary. However as described in later paragraphs, in order to even engage in a pilot project, such elements would need to be communicated and sold to prospects in advance.

5.1.6 Dealing with Requirements
The pilot projects at the interviewed startups are usually remunerated 327 and thus an initial
pilot contract is set up, the extent of which is discussed in the following. While P4 usually
engages in contract negotiations for rollouts that involve legal issues after their small initial
pilot, others do it a bit differently328. Some seem to deal with contractual terms prior to a
pilot, to ensure a smooth roll out and start of ongoing contracts, like in the example of P1
where customers simply have the option to opt out within 30 days within the pilot to terminate the ongoing agreement.329 This is in alignment with setting up pilot projects so that they
enable a momentum at the customer's company (chapter 3.1.3). There it has already been
mentioned that legal and IT security requirements should be dealt with early so that after
the pilot phase a smooth transition into a regular contract can be done without needing to
negotiate further specifics.330 At other startups the concept of pilots is used strategically to
include other stakeholders in the progress.331 In these projects where the contract for a
rollout is already set up and approved before the pilot, the supplier seems to only need to
322
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deliver on their promises. In other cases where the rollout contract has not yet been set up
the buying center seems to still need to be convinced with the value generated by the software and through the startup’s actions within the pilot.
For pilots it is reported that not the full contract terms are used to keep the process lean.
This is mentioned for example, in terms of service level agreements, IT topics like single
sign-on or other technical aspects. This is appreciated by the customer, as they may not be
as experienced in this field and limiting details is also in alignment with the intended limited
scope of a pilot. This greatly shortens the sales cycle as directly dealing and planning with
larger projects would slow down the process. As noted:
"It's much easier to upsell and go into a project that comes out of a proof of concept, where a
customer only needs to extend the contract or commission productive operation, than to address the big issue from the outset."

By temporarily bypassing some requirements, sales needs to approach these again for their
long-term orientation. Managing these requirements in parallel to a pilot can however come
into conflict with the runtime of the pilot. Such as in a case where these legal terms and
requirements are not yet successfully dealt with, but the pilot period has run out. This would
then either lead to the necessity of prolonging the pilot, or to halt the pilot till legal issues
are fully dealt with.332 This would not be in the above-mentioned interest of a smooth transitioning towards a roll out.
Regarding their contracts, P5 notes that they ought to be set up in a way that is mutually
beneficial to both parties. Contracts that are deterrent to the startup should be avoided.
However, there are situations, where unfavorable contracts for the startup are engaged in.
This is the case if the long-term upselling potential is rated as worthy. The initial contracts
should be set up in a way that they "leave room for growth outside of the existing contract".
If contracts are set up prior to a pilot simply to win over a customer with favorable terms
such as pricing or large packages of user numbers, then it could be that upselling is not an
option any more.333 Therefore, adhering to a hunting perspective, pilots should not be won
at all costs, as the farming efforts would also need to be worthwhile to the company in the
long run and the partnership with the customer should be beneficial for both parties.

5.1.7 Partnership
As mentioned in an earlier chapter (3.1.1), a pilot would need to be a partnership between
customer and supplier to be successful.334 The interviewed startups stress the point of partnership and relationship with their clients. This includes the startups trying to ensure staying
closely connected to the customer, all participants feeling comfortable and things progressing well. The aim of this is that the customer gets the impression:
"I have someone. If there's anything, whether it's positive or negative, I can always turn to
him." 335
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This is also mentioned as a reason for the customer to sign the contract, as they had built
up trust towards the sales person and expect this person to stay involved in the project. 336
By not only getting into contact with the customers within a project through digital methods,
sellers can engage on a more personal level and uncover deeper problems and issues.337
The personal relationship that was built up is even mentioned as an aspect that helped to
win over a customer from a competitor in a project of the interviewed sales consultant. 338
While stressing the importance of the personal relationship and the connection with managers, personal meetings are described as the best option in this matter. It is however also
noted that it is complex to engage with those managers in person, also because costs need
to be considered.339 While the importance of personal relationships is stressed, a thoughtout mixture of personal and less cost intensive contact is a task that CSM should consider.
However, for High Touch customers in Enterprise Sales (see chapter 2.4.2) the personal
relationship is still valued the most340 and pilot projects could be seen as an opportunity to
set the stage for an ongoing partnership.

5.2

Understanding the Customer

All interviewees mentioned understanding their prospects in one form or another as an element of their sales processes. This step seems to precede the later paragraphs about
benefits (chapter 5.4). Understanding the customer is not only used prior to a pilot deal but
seems to be ongoing during the processing of the pilot. In preparation for a demo that is
utilized as a small POC prior to a pilot, an interviewee stated that they try to gather an
accurate understanding of the customer’s organization in order to present a realistic demonstration of reporting lines within the prospect’s company for their demo.341 In the understanding processes the sales person has to coordinate and "get to the heart of the matter."342 Another interviewee similarly stated that it is their job to understand the things that
are most important to each of his individual prospects. Therefore, during the sales cycle,
focus is laid on "discovery and learning" in this matter.343 One interviewee mentions that
customers would not know what they want, they would solely know the problem they are
facing.344 Therefore, an in depth understanding of the issue at hand could lead to more
success than solely taking the prospect’s expectations as a basis. Based on experiences
and by asking the right questions the customer is guided in finding out more precisely what
it is that they want to achieve.345 Furthermore, an interviewee mentions:
"I think one of the underdiscussed things in sales is: Not every interaction you have with the
customer should lead to a transaction. As in some cases your customer doesn’t need your
product. Or in some cases they were not ready to use your product."346
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Another interviewee describes how figures for qualifying whether the startup can or should
progress with a prospect could be turnover, number of employees or how well known the
company is.347 Organizational readiness could also be a factor (5.2.2). In order to increase
the returns on the seller’s efforts, only those prospects should be engaged with that promise
to be successful as a prospect.348 Therefore, whether a prospect would match the company’s sustainable growth aspirations should always be considered.349
In order to save its limited resources a startup might not engage in projects that are not as
promising and would go along with a lot of effort. This could also be linked to why it can be
useful to choose a realistic pilot setting. This is due to the reasoning that if startups chose
a project where they have a smooth-running pilot in a controlled environment, the following
roll out might be much more complex and include lots of extra trainings and adjustments.
Also, complaints are mentioned.350 These could lead to extra costs and thus make an although seemingly lucrative project draining to the startup in the long run. The pilot setup is
further discussed in chapter 5.3.1.5.3.1
Qualifying does not seem to be limited to the pre pilot phase. It is also described for within
the pilots prior to upscaling.351 This also includes understanding the buying center which is
covered in a later chapter 5.8. Getting an early understanding of possible competitors involved is said to also help in positioning startups in a way that differentiates their offering.352

5.2.1 Understand the Use Case
Not understanding the use case was mentioned as a reason for the failure of pilots.353 Although this might seem obvious, this was also reported by one of the startups. Here, a main
problem was that basic features of the software did not match the use case at the customers. This resulted in the issue that the features were not fully applicable to the existing processes which the customer had. The mistake of lacking understanding of the details of these
processes was highlighted as the main cause by the interviewee. 354 In IT many change
processes are said to start in a less or imprecise manner as the initial situation is often
analyzed inadequately. This would repeatedly lead to failures in change processes. Furthermore, it is mentioned that the cultural outset is often not analyzed adequately. Therefore, these should be analyzed in advance.355 Appointments on site are mentioned as an
enabler to further understand the requirements of the prospects and to use these insights
to present their solution to more stakeholders.356 This would also enable the startup to gain
additional and direct feedback. The interviewed sales consultant also stressed the importance of having a solid fact base beforehand. This requires a deep understanding of the
customer and their business.357 If this is not given, then the supplier misses out on the
chance to support their customers with expertise and thus limits the value of assistance
347
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they can provide.358 Understanding the customer also includes the understanding of their
organizational readiness.

5.2.2 Organizational Readiness
The readiness of the customer’s business was identified as affecting the adoption of software.359 Pilot projects are reported to have failed because customers did not have sufficient
organizational readiness. Customers would need to reach a certain level of maturity to work
with products, like having sufficient data or robust data pipelines. Therefore, not all companies are suitable for the startup’s product. Companies that are too young might have much
bigger and different issues than those that the startup’s product would solve. Such opportunities would need to be identified early and left out.360 The maturity of prospects seem to
have an effect on the timeline and success of the project. These prospects that are not as
ready, have a higher risk associated with them. This is due to the reasoning that they would
not be as able to be productive and prove their value. More mature prospects however know
how to process such projects and are more successful in these. 361 It seems that the lower
the organizational readiness of customers is, the more support needs to be provided by the
startups.362 Relatedly it is also mentioned, that with a lower maturity level of markets, or
conversely with a higher innovation level of a software, more support is needed by the
CSM.363 This could be linked to complexity that is described by York and mentioned in the
beginning (chapter 2.4.2). The less readiness an organization has, the higher the perceived
complexity of introducing a software could be. This would result in the need for more service
from the startup’s side.364 The readiness for change of the company’s different locations
should be taken into account for the setup of the pilot.365 This setup is discussed in the
following chapter.

5.3

Pilot Design

5.3.1 Pilot Setup
While it has been hinted that the pilot’s setting should be similar to the future rollout environment366, the interviewed sales consultant also mentioned that pilots should be set up in
a way that they yield the same results in the rollout, cautioning to not “make promises that
you can only keep on a small scale, and not globally." This also implies that the pilots should
include the same level of attention that customers can expect after rolling out.367
The previously mentioned Hawthorne effect could possibly distort the aspirations of authentic results. As P3 describes, everyone would be making an effort to make things work in a
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pilot, as the management would be backing the project.368 It is written that having achieved
a successful pilot would not generally make the subsequent roll out successful. In order to
effectively manage the change that is aspired with and after such a pilot project, a POC
would not suffice. A proof of feasibility would be needed which would prove that the roll out
approach works and is repeatable for internal scaling.369 Relatedly P8 reported and recommended doing more than one pilot.370
Buyers literature on implementation of software suggests that for a pilot, a setup should be
chosen for which a clear effect can be expected. This can be either due to the current software being unsatisfactory there or the change in that area being expected to have a clearly
positive effect.371 Additionally, an interviewee of a startup mentioned, that by not directly
selecting a setting that represents the company’s processes, but represents a complementary use case in a sterile setting as such, they could enhance chances of later conversion. 372
Yet this could cause problems for the sellers in the future. Therefore a second more complex pilot built upon the learnings from the prior, simpler pilot could be useful.373 Others did
not report as directly on this matter, yet the scope of the pilots seemed to be limited in
duration, size and setup by including the right employees to achieve the most positive results. This is further covered in the upcoming paragraphs.
Furthermore, culture might be an important factor here, as the pilot should be set up in a
way that would best fit the local needs, yet also represent the realistic roll out environment.
In terms of culture this can however be complex, as a global rollout will always be in different
nations with different cultures, even though they might adhere to one corporate culture. In
that sense a pilot project can only provide information about the culture of the pilot environment. In rolling out, it can be assumed that rollout approaches tend to be different and need
to be adjusted to other cultures374. Therefore, it can be assumed that a pilot project can
never be set up perfectly, as the roll out environment will always be different in terms of
local cultural nuances that need to be considered for optimal success. If set up correctly, a
pilot could however be an indicator of how the company-specific culture reacts to a new
software. The notion of corporate culture is further picked up in later paragraphs (5.8.6). As
stated, cultural consideration would also be an increased challenge for the next steps after
the pilot.375 In order to address country-specific issues in a more focused way, a global
rollout can be set up in a linear fashion, rather than implementing simultaneously throughout
multiple countries.376 The further rollout approach could depend on the learnings that are
uncovered in the pilot project. Such a successive proceeding based on learnings and adjustments was reported by P8.377
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5.3.2 Pilot Size
The interviewees of the startups all tend to start small with their pilot projects, including
smaller teams as well as two to three specialist departments. This is done to scale based
on the success of the pilot within the customers organization. 378 Having too many people
within the pilot project would include too many different opinions and individual measures
of success.379 The size of the team is also said to depend on the company’s size as well as
the employees’ commitment to making the solution work. However, the issue of people
leaving the company is mentioned. Having a larger team size would prevent dangers of
critical figures leaving.380
It is described that pilot projects should not be set up too large as it would be hard to manage
otherwise. Also designing it too big would then already almost be a roll out. This would
increase the chances of frustrating people in case issues arise.381 Such issues could still be
resolved in a smaller pilot with participants that are more receptive and would accept initial
complications, like the early adopters.382 The above is in alignment with the previously
stated suggestion that pilot projects should be kept small so that there are enough project
participants to achieve meaningful results. Their numbers should however be kept sufficiently low in order to be handleable. The inclusion of more than one division of the company
as mentioned above could also have the additional benefit of limiting risk of unpredictable
capacity bottlenecks in one, which could take attention away from the pilot and otherwise
endanger the pilots success.384 If more employees are involved or affected, then more support by the supplier is required.385 A larger company size is said to affect the need for increased CM.386 For the pilot selected people should be chosen.387 This is covered in the
following paragraphs.

5.3.3 Pilot Participants
As previously identified, employees that are involved first are said to be crucial for the sustainable success of DSS projects.388 Furthermore the capabilities of the pilot project staff
influence adoption.389 Ensuring that the right people are involved is also mentioned by one
of the interviewees who states that gathering information beforehand in the preparation
phase is used to benefit this process.390 As mentioned before, selecting specific teams is
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pursued. One interviewee stated that having the right number of executives within pilot projects is what makes it successful.391 Another states that revenue analytics, specific engineering teams or product managers are considered possible options. 392 Boards and committees393, employees in finance394, core teams395 and specialist departments are mentioned as critical for success.396 Naturally the users that are relevant in a pilot of a software
solution can be expected to be those that are affected by the solution.
Furthermore, the sales consultant mentioned, that usually the best groups and people are
chosen for pilot projects. However, not the best should be included. This is due to the reasoning that by choosing the best, there is no guarantee that things will also progress successfully in the rollout environment. Because the good employees would always make a
pilot successful, he proposes to use a mixed group. This is set into relation to the payment
model. Getting the best people involved would increase chances of getting the deal. If a
long-term deal is however in focus, then things should be set up in a way that they are
successful in the long run.397 The term “best” seems to be related to employees that when
involved in a project result in the highest chance of success. This can include employees
that are most open towards innovation which is further elaborated in chapter 5.8.6.
Furthermore, picking the right project team goes along with the above-mentioned issue of
setting up a realistic pilot to increase chances of long-term success versus choosing a more
sterile setting to increase chances of upselling. However, the more sterile setting could decrease the chances of gathering authentic supporters within the company. As the business
model of SaaS revolves around recurring revenues from license payments of the customer
this dichotomy should be considered by startups. It could also make sense to get harder
divisions on board with a pilot early, so that their buy-in and thus commitment is gained and
their concerns can be dealt with early.398
While the importance of choosing the right employees for such a project was assumed, the
interviewed startups did not necessarily stress this matter. This could be as the sellers’
influence on this is strongly limited. However, as members of the buying center certain roles
of importance are mentioned that are further described in the buying center chapter 5.8.

5.3.4 Pilot Duration
It has already been mentioned in chapter 3.1.3 that the duration of pilots should be kept
rather short. For this the reference value of one month with the option to further prolog the
pilot period was mentioned. This would reduce the risk of losing user productivity due to
competing priorities.399 Here the interviewees have their own reasonings. As mentioned
above, the duration of a project was stated to be dependent on the prospect’s organizational
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readiness. The duration of the pilots applied in the interviewed startups ranges up to 6
months.400
P6 describes that the initial weeks are decisive for the success of later roll out. This is due
to the reasoning that if it were not possible to achieve results in the initial weeks, then the
chances to achieve roll out success within the customers company later strongly decrease.401 Therefore there should also be no reason to unnecessarily prolong pilots. The
solution of one startup is described to take a long time to get positive results in terms of
getting a return on investment or a business case. There are methods however to quantify
initial results as well, like tracking engagement, however putting this into monetary figures
is harder. While in this case the pilots are set up to run 6 months 402 another interviewee
states that it takes them 90 days to deliver value to their prospects.403 Between three to six
months are mentioned by another as the software has a long integration times and ongoing
adjustments. If the pilots are too long however it is stated that the motivation of the employees tends to decrease. Therefore, the willingness to do what is necessary needs to be assessed. This interviewee describes the phenomenon of different pilot length as “time to
value”. This describes the time it takes for the users to get started and realize its value and
thus the time it takes for the supplier to truly prove the value of the software to the prospects.404 As mentioned in the first chapters of the thesis the value of productivity improvement software is harder to put into monetary value. By utilizing a pilot such figures can be
derived. This might however strongly depend on its unique “time to value”, depending on
the nature of each individual software. This could also be linked to the complexity that is
associated with the startups’ software. Furthermore, this is written to need to be pursued
and achieved as soon as possible.405 A mentioned method to reduce the “time to value” is
to have clear measures in place.406 This is further discussed in chapter 5.4.2.

5.4

Benefits

To differentiate from competitors the unique selling proposition is formulated. Those differ
and can be different for each case. This is strongly dependent on the previously mentioned
understanding that is gathered.407 Therefore the supplier must be able to comprehend what
the value is for each client.408

5.4.1 Understand the Benefits
While the seller needs to understand the prospects and their use cases, it also seems essential that the customer’s stakeholders understand how the software works to the extent
that they find a company-specific use case for the software. This is explained because such
software is not as trivial, and the customer would need to put some thought into it. An initial
small POC would be sufficient to get the base value proposition across, yet the pilot would
400
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show the full value of the startup’s offering.409 If the stakeholders do not understand the
value, then the software can be perceived as expensive and thus not being worth the
money. If it is however understood and appreciated, then price would not play a major role.
Therefore it is important that the prospect deeply understands what the startup’s solution
does and what value it brings to the company.410 If it is not possible to differentiate positively
enough from a competitor that a prospect also engages with it is recommended by P3 to
leave the opportunity. Otherwise this would solely lead to a price war in the end which many
companies would not be able to survive.411 This can especially be the case for startups.
Also, this could lead to the issue mentioned earlier, that such a resolving contract might not
be beneficial in the long run for the startups and unnecessarily bind their scarce resources.
A pilot is also a method to further reach a deeper understanding of the value that the software offers to the company and could therefore also be a good tool for the seller in this
regard. In inbound leads this is said to be easier, as the prospect already has an in depth
understanding and seems to have urgent needs that need to be satisfied. 412 This can also
be linked to sales processes where no pilots are needed (chapter 5.1.5), as the prospect
there may already understand and believe in the benefits of the software. In other cases,
the benefits still need to be verified and therefore pilots are used. This is discussed in the
following paragraphs.

5.4.2 Verify Benefits
It is described that without a pilot a purchase would be a bet that the buyer makes on
whether the supplier can deliver on the promises that were made.413 In the beginning expectations are formed on specifics that are required. If these are confirmed, then the prospect is willing to move forward.414 This could go along with the identified notion that if the
expectations that were formed prior to the software’s usage are verified and the perception
on the usefulness of the software is given, the satisfaction level is increased. This affects
the sustainable usage415, which could create a drive, as mentioned by an interview partner
and which is described in a later chapter (5.9.3).
By piloting, prospects can verify if the money that they plan to spend is invested correctly. 416
For this promises that are made throughout the sales cycle need to be delivered within the
pilot or as described by an interviewee: “hit home and really prove it”.417
In order to prove the value, clear objectives seem to be needed.418 The clearer the objective,
the more targeted the actions towards its achievement can be. Therefore, it is important to
make the objective clear for all participants.419 Those projects that are open ended and set
up in the notion of "we'll see if we find value" are said to generally fail. One interviewee
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describes this with an analogy to training at the gym. If there are no clear goals and milestones, then plans are generally prone to fail. Furthermore, these goals should be linked to
what the value of the software solution means to the prospect 420, or what a true return on
investment would be. In order to manage the success, it should be clear what success looks
at the end of the pilot period.
Past projects without clear objectives are referred to by the interviewee as "Mad Science
Projects". These are said to generally not to work out as good. Therefore, together with the
customer, measures are agreed upon that provide a return on investment value to them.
This is described as having the biggest sales impact within pilot projects. 421 Relating to “we’ll
see if we find value” and “Mad Science Projects”, projects that are not clear in terms of their
goals and measures are mentioned to provide no basis to decide whether a roll out can be
done. This would lead to solely having a pilot that would not go into roll out after the pilot. 422
Therefore, it should also be clear what those measures are.423 Clear KPIs should be defined
that can represent the success of the pilot. This can take the form of an activity index in
terms of participation rates. Yet this is said to depend strongly on the objective of the pilot.
KPIs that are not linked to the objective won't provide tangible value to the customer. These
can however be hard to measure. These KPIs can also form a touchpoint that helps in
controlling the project, whose benefit has been described earlier in the control chapter
(5.7.1).424 In order to aid clients in achieving success, the comprehension of how the term
is valued and measured internally is included.425
“The single greatest thing you can do as a company selling a product is if you can tie your
products value to a monetary sum. Then you can always prove to the company what you
provide.”426

This would then not be a sole benefit promise, but a monetary figure for the stakeholders to
calculate with. The prospects are said to calculate their return on investment based on the
figures generated within the pilot. And when these are positive it would be easy to justify
internally to why budget is needed. This could even be used to argue against internal adversaries427 as such successes could even debunk their counter arguments428. A result
could however also be that the costs for the solution provided by the startup exceed the
cost of the issue that the customer faces.429 Additionally the pilot period could be shorter
than the time to value and thus make it harder to reach such a return on invest.430 Soft
factors like engagement could only partly substitute this, “because at the end of the day you
can't buy anything from them.”431
The feedback from the interviewees seems to be in alignment that a factor in piloting was
identified to be the appraisal of the software and project process after the pilot. And that
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therefore, pilots should be set up in a way that they can be analyzed, which would also aid
in measuring the pilots’ success432. While it has been stated that objectives of a pilot should
be best set in a way, that makes them realistic in terms of a future rollout of the solution433,
the interviewees from the startups mentioned in this matter that the objectives are set up to
provide a usable ROI figure and the true value that the software means to the prospect.
Aiding their customers’ stakeholders in analyzing and reporting achieved figures to deciders
within the company is a defined role of CSM.434 These aid in proving that results were
achieved.435 Furthermore, having defined how success can be obtained and how this would
look like is described as having a great effect on change endeavors. 436 Such figures could
provide justification and thus a leverage to further progress with the software inside the
company for the startups as well as their internal supporters at the prospects.

5.5

Competitive Advantage

5.5.1 Competition
While pilots are described to be used as a means for customers to evaluate suppliers and
check on their promised features437, reversely it is uncovered that pilots are also used strategically to avoid competition and to prevent tendering. Here the concept of pilots is described to benefit the way that startups “get a foot in the door” while simultaneously limiting
the costs of sale that would arise in engaging in tendering. This is done by penetrating the
customers’ organization by initially starting small and at a low cost.438 Relatedly, another
interviewee mentioned that the biggest competition for them are internal stakeholders at the
prospect.439 However, since pilot projects are stated to involve investment of the customer’s
resources440, only small-scale projects such as those utilized by P4 seem to be used for
software comparison during the customer’s selection processes.
It has been mentioned that pilots should not be used too soon.441 However, based on the
above statements and the remark that pilots are generally held without competition involved442, as well as the suggestion of simply reframing POCs as pilot projects in order to
increase the subjective importance443, it seems reasonable for startups to try to engage in
pilots as soon as possible. This should however only be carried out when the deal is considered worth the effort (see chapter 5.2). If startups reduce the hurdles of receiving an
early commitment from the prospects engaging in pilots, this could be a chance to push
potential competitors out of the way. Furthermore, pilots could be used as a means to gain
and prove the startup’s competitive advantage early on. This is described in the following
paragraphs.
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5.5.2 Additional Value
One interviewed startup directly stated that they like to go into pilots, as this gives them the
chance to leave a positive impression on the customer which allows them to win the opportunity. This is due to them being able to prove their worth to the customer. Other competitors
however would avoid going into pilots because they are not as confident in their performance. Some prospects would decide on price, others on functionalities. Other prospects
however would adhere to pilots to select software.444 Therefore the pilot could be a tool for
startups to prove their competitive advantage which might not lie in price or functionalities
of their software but in the additional services that they offer. This would be in alignment
with the finding that unsatisfactory support by software suppliers has been found and the
suggestion, that by improving their approach to this, software suppliers can strongly increase their competitive advantage.445 P3 also describes the pilot as a great opportunity to
differentiate from competitors, even if they are already involved with the customer. In one
of his own cases the differentiator was due to quicker reaction time and having better people
involved to build a personal relationship with, while the competitor might not have fought as
much in that sense.446 Furthermore it may be suggested that they might not have been able
to match the service quality. The quick reaction and adaption time to the customer is also
mentioned by an interviewee.447 A startup describes that during the Covid-19 chaos they
offer their solution to two hospitals for free in order to help manage the chaos. These new
projects were completed very quickly.448 Going beyond the usual in this regard can be linked
to the expectation that after the Covid-19 pandemic these two hospitals would then want to
keep using the software and thus sustainably pay license fees.
While this is not explicitly mentioned by the startups, they seem to offer added value through
the services that they offer. This could in return also give them a competitive advantage.
This is further described in the following.
It is mentioned that a startup does not only sell a software solution, yet they sell a service
for it. This is due to the reasoning that it would not be enough to simply hand the software
solution to a customer who can then directly use it, like the self-service models described
earlier (chapter 2.4.2). The customer’s support is said to have an incredible value, especially
for the pilot duration. Not looking after the customer well enough is even stated as a reason
for failure of a past pilot project.449 This would be in alignment with the information that
companies are said to have issues in adopting new software when their supplier is neither
readily present, easily accessible nor supportive of them.450 Expertise is mentioned as a
strong factor of P1 to differentiate from their competitors. Competitors also try to cover this
area but lack the specific industry knowledge that the startup has to offer. By having these
insights, the startup understands the specific processes at the customer’s and also what
needs to change.451 P6 further mentions that supporting customers is necessary as otherwise the change would not work. The customers not only buy the software, but also the
expertise that the seller offers to aid in such a process. For this they also proactively address
444
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possible problems that might arise due to experiences in similar cases. Reflecting on a
different software solution in a prospects case, the interviewee states that the project did
not work because the change was not managed properly as there were internal barriers. If
a company could achieve to overcome such barriers with their service and their solution,
the added value that the prospect attaches to the startup’s offering is much higher if such a
barrier had not existed in the first place.452 In relation P8 mentions that being able to anticipate objections and thus provide a level of security and experience in managing complexity
in projects would be a great advantage.453
Furthermore, it was mentioned that customers do not have as much experience in buying
software. This requires that even in the purchasing processes the startups need to utilize
their expertise to support through coaching and guiding the stakeholders through the internal purchasing steps.454 Adams states that clients should generally be responsible for the
management of their implementation projects and CSM would merely support in this matter.
He mentions however, that for stakeholders that are not as experienced or less mature in
implementing software, it could be beneficial for the selling party to be more proactive. This
would however be a more informal counseling role to internal stakeholders, as the external
sellers would not have the status and network within the company. 455
The number of software companies that offer support in implementation is said to rise continuously.456 Not only could this increase the chances of success, but this could also increase the likelihood of engaging in projects, as the prospect’s uncertainties can be addressed beforehand, showing the unexperienced stakeholders that they are not alone in the
change endeavor. It was furthermore mentioned by a startup, that their manager who is
very polarizing but well received at VP or C-Level has no issue in challenging stakeholders.
This would lead to the impression being formed at customers that they are talking to the
right company that would bring them forward.457 This could be due to the drive this authority
brings as well as for the expertise he radiates.
An interviewee from a startup mentioned that they have already toyed with the idea to enhance their value proposition by offering consulting services as a package deal and had
also already networked in that matter.458 Engaging with external roles was also a proposal
given by the sales consultant.459 As the interviewee himself is a consultant he might have
been strongly biased towards this answer. However, another startup goes a step further
and has incorporated consulting functions directly within their company and value proposition. Consulting had been a more independent part of the processes but is now growing
much closer together with their project management approach. Historically consulting workshops were done to kick off certain projects within their customers. Other colleagues had
the role of dealing with specifications and configurations but did not support the customers
content-wise. Now consulting is more and more incorporated as a standard service in their
CSM. The customers buy the startups’ consulting expertise directly through their subscription fees.460 Especially in the interviewees’ German culture, this can be an important factor,
452
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as it is mentioned that in this culture people like to balance their insecurities by trusting in
expert knowledge.461 However as seen above, this is not exclusively restricted to one culture, as a startup in the USA’s lower uncertainty avoidant culture mentions expertise as a
potentially important factor.462
The above-mentioned observation could go along with the identified issues of change in
processes. Also, the assistance in uncovering and managing change is partly covered by
the interviewed startups and as such has already been mentioned in earlier chapters. 463
Five other interviewees explicitly mentioned change that goes along with new solutions.464
It is mentioned that a reason for not getting a pilot project could be that the customers would
like to change something yet would not have the power to get a project through to convince
the management.465 A consulting workshop could prove to anchor the topic more present
within a company. However, the involvement of top management is dubbed as important in
that sense and is thus mentioned further as a part of the buying center paragraphs in chapter 5.8.1.

5.6

Involving Employees

While the involvement of users was suggested to be promising for user acceptance 466 and
ongoing engagement of employees467, an interviewee observed, that while managers might
be bought in on what the startup had to sell, the employees that should use the solution
sometimes are not. This leads to them not putting in the work which would be needed to
make the solution work sufficiently and thus prevent proving the solution’s value. Therefore,
in the pilots the customer’s participation is needed to work with the startups to make the
project a success. This would however require buy-in from the managers,468 and as stated
the resistance towards software usage rises if managers are not convinced of its benefits469
and the motivation of employees increases if they believe that an increased utilization of
DSS leads to an improved performance.470 Therefore it could be in the seller’s best interest
to try to push this matter. Relatedly P3 also mentioned that the employees within a pilot
should believe and go along with the project, as it could only be successful with the participants on board, while employees resisting such an endeavor would block the process of
the project. To achieve such a buy-in, the participants of a pilot should be brought on board
before the pilot starts. Here the desired objectives should be communicated, and it should
be clear who is responsible with which responsibilities. Furthermore, communicating with
the people involved in advance is named as helping to design and implement the pilots in
a correct way.471 This seems in alignment with CM that names individual ownership and
responsibilities as well as clearness of the strategic purpose as points that are essential in
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change endeavors.472 Reaching buy-in by communicating individual gains is further described in chapter 5.8.8.

5.6.1 Preparing Employees
Some interviewees stressed the importance of kick off meetings and trainings.473 In P6’s
kick-off meeting these are however more oriented in the direction of explaining the software
to ensure its correct use.474 While it was already mentioned that prior to a software pilot
project individuals that are chosen to take part in the project should be prepared, it was also
mentioned that this preparation could go beyond training and be used to highlight the solution’s significance for the company. This phase can also be used to specially involve key
users.475 Stressing the significance of the solution for the company as well as the individuals
during the kickoff meeting was not mentioned by the startups. However, such an explanation could be used to also achieve buy in from the employees. A basic description of getting
buy-in from customers is formulated in a question by P5 as: ”Does your product solve a
problem that the customer has?”.476 The kick-off meeting could be used as a platform, after
having gained an in-depth understanding of the customer and their problem, to visualize the
customer’s current problem even more or form a vision. This could be an opportunity for the
startup to then position their product and solution even more pressingly in the minds of the
employees. If this manages to capture the employees’ understanding of the purpose of the
change, and they understand their unique role in this, then they would aid in achieving the
set objectives.477 The slightest bit of satisfaction with the current situation however leads
people to believe that there is no need for innovations and leads to resistances.478 Fostering
such a sense of urgency is essential to get employees motivated to participate.479 Furthermore, it was mentioned by P8, that involving the employees should include asking the questions: “Where do we come from? Why do we change? And where are we going?” as well
as gaining and understanding and consequently also acting upon the expectation of the
employees.480

5.6.2 Communication
An interviewee describes that the importance of Customer Success is to stay closely connected to the customer to give the customer the impression that if there are issues there is
a contact person.481 One even offers up to 24/7 support depending on the service agreement. He also mentions that because of the age of the users they would have a lot of support
calls within their support team.482 This could mean that the customer organization’s demography could also influence the need for closer support from the startup. Another states that
he has flat channels with every one of their customers. This is set up in a way that they can
472
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ask questions at any time and can expect an answer usually within the hour.483 Another
regularly checks up on their customers through scheduled calls within the pilot period.484
Another however had experienced issues in the past in reaching communication channels
with users in a foreign pilot, as communication in this case had been around several corners. This interviewee however also states that it would not be possible to engage with all
the users and that they would therefore rather focus on their managers. With these the
startup has regular feedback loops once a week.485
The connection with the main users had already been mentioned as a form to promote
software within a company.486 P3 also recommends keeping a loop with management and
having constant updates and meetings with the pilot participants.487 While it was proposed
that shortcomings in communication by managers results in the resistance of users towards
software use488, This might even be transferred to the startups. If they do not have a communication line to the users, then success chances of a project might decrease. The previously identified support opportunity via phone or chat is described as a useful tool to aid
customers in a timely manner in their first initial steps with a solution. 489 This seems to be
utilized by most of the startups. Having such a direct line of communication could be seen
as a useful tool for startups to keep close contact to the users, be able to get direct feedback,
capture emotions, issues and needs instantly and thus by acting and adapting can control
the projects’ course in the right direction.490 Continuous communication and involvement of
participants are said to reduce potential losses of drive in change projects.491 Also, it is
mentioned as important to always consider the timing, content and relevance of information
shared to specific target groups within the company. Furthermore, paying attention to how
people of different cultures communicate is important.492
The cultural dimension of Individualism could have a noteworthy effect in this context. Here
the scope of interdependence between people of a group is considered. As opposed to
collectivistic cultures, people in individualistic cultures tend be more independent and do
not take care of others as much.493 This could also partly explain the above-mentioned case
of a failed foreign pilot.494 This project was carried out in Thailand, whose culture is known
to be strongly collectivistic in nature. The people there tend to avoid confrontation. Furthermore, for a business relationship, building a personal connection is recommended, although
it is time consuming.495 It seems that neither the internal project manager, nor the supplier
were able to build such a connection and failed to get direct feedback or buy-in from the
employees. Furthermore, the authority from Germany seemed to have had low influence as
an external in Thailand. This would support the above-mentioned importance of having local
friends496, as well as explaining the effected interviewee’s statement that they would rather
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set up pilots in a safe and controllable environment.497 Reversely the USA scores very high
as an individualistic culture. Executives as well as personnel are both said to prefer to be
informed and engaged with regularly through straightforward communication. The abovementioned startups from the USA do stay closely connected with their customers while the
German startups, also individualistic498, do the same. Communication also seems to be
affected by power relations. If cultures emphasize power, it might not be smart to hand out
information to the project team if politics require that information to be handed out by a
certain manager. The same should be considered for briefing the employees.499 Considering the above, it seems reasonable for startups to not neglect the importance of communication and if possible, adjust their communication strategy based on the local cultural characteristics.

5.7

Managing the Process

An interviewee states that having control over processes enables sellers to influence where
these processes go. If they have processes under control within a pilot project, then by
observing, measuring and adapting they can "pull when things don't go so well. And when
things are going really well, […] push." This includes taking the right measures, resolving
issues and upselling. The sterile setting mentioned before is described as a process setting
that is easily controllable.500

5.7.1 Control
During the pilot process a technical contact works most closely with the customer while
sales stays involved and reaches out to the customer regularly. Also, weekly calls with the
technical contact are held to make sure the seller is on top of things. 501 During the run time
of the pilot sales should keep looking into the processes. Regular touchpoints of sales with
the CS mangers are held. Also, digital or meetings in person are arranged to track the progress and to further understand what needs to be done. As the customers are not as experienced in buying software, the seller would need to coach the prospects through the process. By not staying on top of things projects could seem like they run fine, yet at the end
of a pilot the customer might not have used the software in a correct way to prove the
intended success.502 By working closely with the customer such issues can be identified
quickly. In a case mentioned by P6 the interviewee noticed that the solution was used incorrectly. A counter measure was used that included further software training.503 Such proactivity is also recommended for lack of feature knowledge or wrong or below expectant
usage and in case set milestones and objectives are not met. 504 While P3 recommends
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CRM systems to track the projects505 such systems are described to rather deal with account management issues and not data issues that are relevant for the CSM. Such CSM
systems would provide a continuous monitoring of the use of the software. 506
Software should be implemented in a way that achieves high productivity for all participants.
This does not only include technical aspects but especially the motivation of employees. 507
As mentioned, not having enough usable data to make a purchasing decision and thus
reversely not giving suppliers further sales arguments is a concern. In order for suppliers to
have such leverage the collection and analysis of data is also crucial.508 P1 also notes that
projects can fail if not enough data is gathered and it is therefore their task to ensure that
there is enough data collected.509 This could also be linked to the importance of having
engaged employees.510 Similarly it is written that the focus of users can be lost after launch,
as daily business would distract and the priorities of these are not the same as that of the
CS manager. However, it is the main task of CS managers in the initial project phase to
track and ensure that value is achieved.511
Due to the mentioned digital tracking capabilities in software, startups could use strategic
knowledge on engagement rates within their own solution. By utilizing this, they know how
high or low the customers’ user engagement is. Low user engagement can point to unhappiness within the userbase. This helps suppliers to take measures in a timely manner in
order to raise the customer’s satisfaction level.512 By proactively addressing problems in
advance, possibly even before the customer notices them, this can greatly enhance the
customer’s experience.513 If employee engagement is low within a software, then subsequently less data can be gathered. Less data that is gathered makes it harder to analyze
and thus harder to base decisions on. Therefore, this could also be an important factor.
CSM is suggested to support in such cases by reflecting on the objectives with the customers and to aid them in quickly achieving value from the software usage.514
P8 described neuralgic moments, which are critical for success and include the above-mentioned first contact of users with the system, timely and targeted communication or the kickoff meetings.515 These also seem to be in the control of the startups and thus seem reasonable to be strongly focused upon.
The above described distance that goes along in foreign projects can make it harder to
control projects yet seem to make it even more necessary to stay on top of things. As mentioned, cultural distance can make it harder to understand the customer.516 The mentioned
digital tracking capabilities can be seen as a tool for early warnings.
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5.7.2 Early Warnings
Early warnings are early indicators of issues in progressing projects. As such, a lack of
motivation to adopt, is said to generally not be openly comprehensible for third parties, as
an open discussion would usually not take place.517 Especially in non-confrontational collectivistic cultures early warnings might be hard to identify518 and as the above-mentioned
negative example would suggest, these should be observed with caution. Therefore, it can
be assumed that the startups would have it hard to recognize these. As mentioned above,
staying close to the customer could prove to be a success factor. Furthermore, as mentioned, not getting enough data and thus not being able to reach KPIs, prove value and form
a sales argument, can be an obstacle in reaching the pilot’s goals. Depending on the software solution low engagement can be a symptom yet as a soft factor can also be part of
the set KPIs. As described such issues and early warnings can be identified early if the pilot
is controlled closely. This could then be part of an early warning system. Furthermore it was
previously mentioned that an internal role could disclose early warnings.519 The described
local friend figure could function in such a role.
One interviewee additionally mentions that it can be noticed quite often that there is no
interaction of the participants within a pilot project. However, enthusiasm can be easily
sensed if many questions are asked during presentations. 520 If it is not manageable to get
“the commitment to a certain level, then the probability is also relatively low that the solution
will ultimately gain foothold in the entire company.” In the case of one startup a customer
requested for adjustments that ought to be made to the software. The startup obliged, yet
reflected that they were not able to see the underlying issue. This was that certain basic
features did not fit the use case, which was previously mentioned in the paragraphs of understanding the use case (chapter 5.2.1).521 Such a case is also mentioned as an early
warning and also points to a lack of understanding by the customer on the product. 522 It
seems that they were not able to see this early warning during their pilot and could have
saved resources by gaining deeper understanding of the customer’s use cases through it.
This is also described by CSM literature that states that this could hint on a lack of fit of the
solution with the customer’s needs or wrong communication by the seller.523
However, P3 also mentioned that a pilot is a good opportunity to identify if things don’t fit
together and companies don’t match. This would be much better than not noticing anything
and successfully completing the pilot, which could still lead to the roll-out failing. Therefore,
the pilot is said to be a tool to find out what can go wrong and to be able to find out what
still needs to be done.524 Failing early could actually be more beneficial to startups than to
stretch out their resources in unbeneficial long-term deals. Therefore, pilots could also be
seen as a warning tool for startups themselves to be able to use such projects as a last
resort to qualify whether they do want to invest in this partnership. This would however
require that the pilot is set up in a realistic setting to be able to make grounded decisions.
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5.8

Buying Center

By taking an individual look at the roles involved at the customers’ startups could determine
their further strategy to use their resources more accurately.525 It would be the sellers responsibility to understand each individual employee’s role in the buying center and to use
this information to exert adequate influence during the project. 526 All interviewees mentioned
different roles at their customers in the management of their projects. To get as many people to buy in on a solution, the knowledge about the stakeholders and functions involved is
said to be a prerequisite.527

5.8.1 Top Management
All interviewees mentioned the involvement of top managers for their projects.528 At one
startup the purchasing decision is generally made by the same stakeholder that initially
brought in the pilot to the company. In some cases, this would be the innovation team,
however generally this would be treated within the C-Level of the prospect. Mainly the CFO
and CIO would make the purchasing decision there.529 At another startup the purchase is
generally made directly with the CEO the CFO or someone from the board. There would be
different approaches, yet the seller here tries to talk with leading IT managers first, as CEOs
would generally not have time or patience.530 It was stated that if the top management is
not involved and merely middle management is involved, it could be difficult to get approval
for funding in the end.531 The support for top management was previously identified to positively influence organizational readiness532 and thus software adoption.533 This study was
however conducted in China which is known to be a high Power Distance country.534 This
categorization revolves around the level of how people deal with different levels of equalities
in their culture. High scores would point to a higher acceptance of hierarchy. 535 Therefore,
in other countries top management involvement would perhaps not have such a strong influence on projects. However, the interviewees of other cultures also reported on the importance of this. The USA and Germany score a relatively low power distance 536, but still
the importance of management inclusion was reported there too, where managers would
sit above, support and push the project.537 An interviewee mentioned that by having the top
management’s commitment they could then relatively easily progress in upselling.538 The
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personal commitment of the top executives sends a clear signal of importance for the implementation which should be taken serious by all involved parties.539 Change management
also highlights the effect of top managers for the success of projects.540

5.8.2 Deciders
An interviewee stated that the stakeholder that functions as the internal representative of
the pilot would be able to manage the pilot on their own, however for enlarging the project,
others inside the company would need to approve.541 Focusing solely on such a project
manager could lead to neglecting the actual deciders.542 As one interview partner stated the
one person that needs to be convinced at the end of the day is: “the person who signs the
purchase order.” Therefore, having convinced the team of users would not be enough when
the decider is not on board.543 The decider might initiate the whole project, but others then
manage the process. The decider then later arrives towards the closing of a project and has
to be nourished by the account managers all over.544 While potentially having decision makers only be present to the end of a project was identified beforehand, one interviewee reports that for the presentation of the pilot’s results they try to get the decision maker present
for this. This could be the CFO or whoever is allowed to sign the contract. This should also
be researched beforehand, and efforts ought to be taken to get them on board as soon as
possible.545 P3 also reports that not involving the deciders continuously would be a mistake
as there would be a lot of work done which could at the end be wasted.
“You have to get to the top people. If you can't do that, then you won't be able to manage
something like this, a change.”

This would not necessarily include the head of a company but should include the top people
of relevant organizational units.546 In order for change plans to work no majority is needed,
but the political majority for enforcement and implementation. Therefore, it is important to
convince formal as well as informal opinion leaders, that are the centers of power in the
company.547 The interviewees’ reporting seem to be in alignment with the identified suggestion of putting special focus on the deciders as well as the Facilitators, as this would result
in simpler administration of the other buying center’s stakeholders. For this an understanding of the decider’s expectations, as well as a functioning relationship with the Facilitator is
needed.548 As described, the role of the Facilitator can be seen as the champion, which is
referred to in the following.
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5.8.3 Champion
The champion within a company is described by one interviewee as an individual that recognizes the value with the seller’s solution and is determined to find a use case within the
company. Sometimes this could even be the case after the initial problem for which the
solution was thought out was not solved by the software. This stakeholder however understands the value proposition and that the startup potentially provides a lot of value and tries
to find an alternative appliance within their company. There could be a similar issue in a
different team that could be fixed using the solution.549 P2 also describes such a role where
this person understands the software’s value and would thus act as an internal salesperson
for the startup. They also describe that sometimes this is a person that they already know.
In that case the contact person’s department would be irrelevant. In some cases, they had
to proactively look for such a person inside the company that would believe in the project
and would help the startup to get to the right people within the company. This could however
also be seen as a proactive IT manager that likes to bring ideas to the business described
by the interviewee.550 The champion is described by another as the stakeholder within the
prospects company that initiated the whole process.551 These individuals of a company that
are prone to use innovations and have a strong influence on their network of colleagues
were previously identified as champions and could be seen as the Facilitator described as
a member of the buying center. As they have a strong influence on adoption decisions, they
can be a helpful ally that can help to influence others while offering valuable ideas. 552 The
local friend role described earlier in the context of international projects seems to be such
a role.
Although some of the startups describe this role, it can be likely that it exists within other
startup’s projects as well but was not proactively mentioned by others. A reason for failure
of a pilot project is described when the champion left the customer. This would result in the
project falling to the wayside because there would be no support left.553 For such cases it is
suggested to invest in new contacts. Following up on the champion that has left the company could also prove to become a startup’s new opportunity for sales.554 It seems reasonable however, to also early engage in relationship building with other stakeholders to prevent the risks of losing the key contact, as having more supporters could spread the risk.
This is also a recommendation given for cases, where the investment in relationships is
better than having to solely rely on key stakeholders. 555

5.8.4 IT
As stated before, the role within the buying center, the Guardian of the Grail, which in a
software context is mostly an IT manager, needs to be identified and nourished. Otherwise
the stakeholder could use their veto right after the pilot if their criteria are not matched.556
While most of the interviewed startups proactively mentioned their engagement with the
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prospect’s IT557, an interviewee also seems to confirm the finding by saying that they prefer
to talk directly to the CIO of a company, as this would counteract the IT blocking a project
or a sale later on. Although their software is also used for direct business departments, they
would proactively bring the prospect’s IT on board. This is even the case if someone from
the business department were to state that they would take care of the internal IT and it
would be okay to purchase.558 The interviewee seemed skeptical of such statements of their
prospect’s stakeholder and seemed to prefer to take things in their own hands to not face
an avoidable veto later on in the process.
The above can also be in alignment with the identified hurdle for success of not involving
the IT early enough in the purchasing process, as they have deep knowledge that is beneficial for the customer before signing a contract. This does also include internal requirements559, which another interviewee proactively mentioned. In their startup the contractual
processes are kept lean to simplify the transition from mere sales to the initial commitment
of a pilot. Yet even here the data protection and data security topics are clarified in advance,
before the commitment to a pilot. However, the interviewee states that because they are
well positioned in this matter and have prepared this matter in a simple way, this has become a standard process that would shorten the sales cycle dramatically. They have documents prepared and coach their prospects that are not as experienced in buying software
in how to progress with these internally in regard to purchasing, IT and in rare cases even
work councils. Sometimes some topics would need to be clarified, but most often the pilot
is approved right away. Because it would solely be a pilot project the prospect’s IT would
treat the topic seriously, yet not as serious as implementing a new ERP system. This results
in the beneficial effect of a later roll out, as it can be easily justified in a sense that the
software has already been implemented.560 In that way the roll out can be executed within
the customer’s business with ease without having to engage in further administrative discussions.

5.8.5 Users
The importance of the users has already been discussed. They can form part of the buying
center and thus have a say in whether the software solution passes the initial pilot phase.
They are said to also take part in deciding during the pilot whether the solution should be
used afterwards.561 And even if they do not actively take part in the decision, they can resist
and undermine project success, not engaging in the pilot for example and thus preventing
its success in terms of objective achievement. Not applying innovations is the simplest form
of resistance.562 Resistance is reported to stem from various reasons. This could be done
in the above identified case due to not having not optimal fit of the companies where the
employees did not accept the solution as it was.563 Another reasoning is given as the newness of software would lead to skepticism which would need to be overcome.564 P3 states
that if people resist a project, this would not work out. A pilot would be useful to take people
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on board in order to fight resistances rather than to work against the will of employees. 565
However another states that while buy-in from the users helps, the startup would not need
to convince the whole company to use their product, rather it would focus their efforts on
the team they are working with.566

5.8.6 Personality Types
As mentioned for the analysis of the roles of the buying center it is suggested that these
must always be seen in connection with the determination of personality types. Only by
recognizing the character types can one estimate how a stakeholder will function in their
role.567 P3 makes a similar observation, that to get the people in projects on board it is
necessary to thoroughly understand their roles and functions, what influence each stakeholder has within the social system, as well their openness towards change. This could
include people that are more willing to preserve the status quo and stick with old solutions
as well as others that are more interested in growth and want the latest innovations.568 In
this regard a startup’s interviewee also mentioned two types of CIOs that he had identified.
One of them would not want anything new, because taking risks could be their demise within
the company, while another would be open towards innovation, bringing ideas into the business. Such a person would also be much closer to the top manager. 569 Furthermore an
interviewee mentioned in a case that while one stakeholder was enthusiastic about the software another stakeholder seemed to not want change because it would initially mean additional work for this person.570 Another interviewee states that due to them maturing in the
market they had a transition in their sales approach. The more success and customers they
acquired, the less did the startup need to refer to vision selling which limited their audience
to visionaries. Once they had achieved such presence in the market, they could refer to
story selling as opposed to vision selling. Such a shift would be the time where businesses
could really take off.571
This statement would be in alignment with elements of the High-Tech Marketing Model
(chapter 2.2).572 In the early days only the smaller psychographic profile group of innovators
and visionaries as early adopters would be able to be targeted by the startups while once
having acquired references later groups are also more receptive. These groups would open
up the opportunities of larger market shares. While startups seem to target the champions
within companies that are open towards innovation, these seem to be the visionary character types. In the population within a company however, many different psychographic profiles can be expected. Therefore, it should be the challenge of the startups to convince many
different character types in their sales agenda. Linking the HTMM model to change projects
seems reasonable as it is also hinted at in current CM literature. There would only be a low
number of employees in projects that are bought in from the beginning while most would be
more cautious.573 Relating to the above-mentioned support of top-management, for later
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stages of the HTMM model, it seems, that having a senior manager lead by example could
encourage these more cautious stakeholders to partake in the change.574
Proactively qualifying in advance seems necessary, in order to understand the organizational readiness in terms of company culture. A company culture that might be noticeable
more in the direction of a conservative nature could prove a challenge and might therefore
not be pursued to save valuable resources, at least by early stage startups that do not yet
have enough references to convince those later stages. In a company that consists of a
mixture of psychographic profiles the pilot could be used to gather early adopter types that
are prone towards innovation. A successful pilot project then could be used as a form of
company own reference which could bridge the adoption between visionaries and mainstream acceptance.575 This could be essential to convince the later majority, which would
be needed for the roll out within the company. Also, being able to get a high status stakeholder that is a laggard type within a company to adopt an innovation early on would simplify
managing change.576 This could also be linked to the above-mentioned notion of getting a
diverse group with not just the easiest pilot participants in order to make a project successful
in the long run.577 Furthermore, the notion that later groups, especially the pragmatists,
would want to achieve a monetary advantage578 to be convinced of new software seems in
alignment with the above discussed importance of achieving pilot objectives that can be put
into monetary figures to aid in convincing further stakeholders within the company.

5.8.7 Stakes
As mentioned in chapter 5.1.3, managers themselves seem to also be under pressure. An
interviewee mentions that the managers within a pilot want to have a successful pilot and
therefore need the objectives to be met. This is due to the reasoning that they would need
to report to higher managers in the company. If such an endeavor were to fail, then this
would reflect negatively on the manager because resources of time and people were invested.579 Another interviewee also mentions that there is a stakeholder type that would not
like trouble and therefore they would not want anything new, as this could be their demise. 580
Therefore they would rather stick to a solution that works rather than take the risk of trying
out something new. For those that are however willing to pilot it can be useful for the startup
to understand in what kind of situation stakeholders bring themselves within their own company, as well as the emotional complexities that are involved in such a decision.581 Such a
project could potentially be decisive for their social standing and career opportunities within
the company, no matter whether there is a positive or negative outcome. Introducing new
software could prove great potential yet can also pose a great risk for the stakeholder. As
mentioned, having a higher value and competitive advantage could reduce the concerns
towards implementation burdens.582 However, considering the stakeholders’ individual
stakes, it can be suggested that startups should put their best effort into minimizing the risks
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that are associated by prospects piloting their software. The higher the uncertainty avoidance in cultures is, the higher focus suggests being laid on safety, as this is a motivating
factor in these cultures. If the scores are lower, it suggests focus to be laid on the value the
solutions offer.583

5.8.8 Individual Gains
Apart from the identified risks that introducing a new software can bring, introducing new
software seems also to be a great opportunity. Showing people how they can personally
benefit from a change is said to prevent resistances. For those individuals identified in the
above paragraphs that are more conservative it is recommended to find out what personal
gains such an individual could have. This could be the need for comfort, being an innovator
or having the status of pioneer in the company. A new project could be something with
which a stakeholder could better position themself within their company.584 The simplest
form of adhering to personal gains in the eyes of the customer would be to ask the question:
“Does what you’re selling me solve my problem.”585 In the sense of the previous chapter
this could possibly even go so far as whether the problem solving does not cause further
problems than without the solution and thus not cause further efforts or risks.
In the end it would be the mangers that could profit from the value of such a solution. By
improving the business this would help them to strengthen their own position within their
company. Selling would not be primarily about improving the customer's organization, yet it
would be about making the final decider happy in the end. Such a person is strongly motivated by personal goals of advancement in their career. Supporting managers in achieving
these goals with the right software solution that also benefits the company would be the
way to make them happy. By achieving measurable figures of improvement within the pilot,
this success could be directly attributed to the individual manager that took the risk upon
themself and introduced the software solution.586 Adhering to individual gains of a critical
amount of managers is written to benefit sustainable drive in change plans.587 Another interviewee states that they also try to understand the career path of the champion that initiated the whole pilot project.
"How can he be promoted, so that he can stand out?"

A focus of the startup is to help their initial contact person to be promoted and to stand out
internally within their own company. For this the startup would work closely together with
the champion to plan the project together. This includes involving people of the prospects
company that have something to say, like experts and other promoters.588 These are highly
regarded in the organization, are relevant to the target groups and thus are listened to.589
These influence leaders are also mentioned as important for sustainable drive. 590 By involving them they would simultaneously be promoters for the project as well as for the initial
stakeholder. This would result in the matter already being in a relatively prominent position
583
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within the company, when the results are presented. Because innovation is usually located
up high within a company, there would be interest coming from the top. Relating back to
personality types, there could be stakeholders that are able to drive such topics, while others would not be as skilled. The startup would then adhere to holding lessons learned workshops to reflect on the pilot. This not only gives the startup the chance to shine, but also
allows the champion to show that they have chosen the right partner591 and can therefore,
while backed with successful KPI achievements, be presented in a successful way and put
into spotlight within the company. This could support their individual motivations of status
or career advancement. Furthermore, this could lead to the assumption that Customer Success Management could not solely be positioned as making the customers organization
successful, yet also be used as a sales incentive and promise of making the individual
stakeholders successful, which is in fact mentioned for CSM592. If this is communicated as
part of the sales process in advance and wrapped in a success story at reference customers, then this could tilt the risk-potential considerations of stakeholders and could lead towards engaging in a pilot where the startup can then prove itself.
It is noteworthy that culture needs to be considered here as it could strongly affect the
stakeholder’s motivation. While adhering to personal gains seems reasonable in individualistic cultures and as such has been mentioned by the interviewees, in more collectivistic
cultures, adhering to the group gains seems more reasonable. Furthermore, promoting employees to stand out might not be as suitable for feminine cultures, as this is not favorable
there. The interviews that shaped the above paragraphs were however located in individualistic as well as masculine cultures that tend to highly value individual achievements.593
Considering the above could be part of political aspects that were hinted at and should not
be ignored or treated lightly.594 Furthermore this shows that power and social status is important in the introduction of new DSS595 and seem to be partly considered by the interviewed startups that all describe different stakeholders. Also, understanding politics was
mentioned previously as important in communication.596 The relevance of involving all important stakeholders for long term success seems to be the consensus of the analyzed
startups, however it was also stated that too many stakeholders would lead to too many
different opinions and measures of success597 and that involving too many stakeholders too
early had led to failing to win a pilot deal. In that case there had been partly competing
individual agendas that came up that complicated things to a level that the initial stakeholder
was discouraged of pursuing the project.598 Related to this it is stated that the competition
of visionary stakeholders at prospects would be stakeholders in later stages of openness
towards technology adoption inside their own business. These would mostly be concerned
with risks and costs.599 This could lead to the assumption that the startups should aid their
visionary stakeholders in achieving the previously discussed ROI figures in order to have
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rational arguments that are needed to convince later staged stakeholders within their company. This would also enforce the above-mentioned reasoning of the need of ROI to have
a leverage for convincing internal stakeholders.
Too many stakeholders and individual agendas could lead to political conflicts and not involving essential stakeholders could backfire and lead to political retaliation. This dichotomy
could lead to the recommendation to keep processes as lean as possible while involving
only as many stakeholders as necessary. And as a result, it could help stakeholders look
good while not harming others to create drive and minimize adversaries the organization.

5.9

Roll Out Success

5.9.1 Ongoing Effort
In an interview it was mentioned that by going into a roll out after a pilot the endeavor would
become bigger and more complex. In such a phase a lot of salespeople would get increasingly careless. Therefore, pilots also include a certain danger as they would work out most
of the time, yet projects might fail in the roll out later even though the pilot was successful.
A recommendation would be to apply the same method for the roll out as for the management of pilots. This would include the same measures of care and control. 600 Furthermore,
this could mean that during a pilot the seller should behave the same way as during the
longer contract phases in order to have a sustainable partnership. This partnership should
be satisfying for both parties and in the words of another interviewee: “mutually beneficial”.
This interviewee also mentions that they treat the processes of a pilot in the same way as
they would treat a long-term customer.601
For another interviewee this also seems to be the case.602 Reflecting on himself the sales
consultant further mentioned that he would always, so to say, pilot because if the customer
were not satisfied anymore, they would not proceed with the relationship.603 Transferring
this to the SaaS model it could mean the same. A SaaS startup is dependent on recurring
revenues and thus needs to nourish the customer to prolong the customer lifetime and increase the value. Another interviewee states that while sales are much more involved within
the pilot’s customer, for Customer Success Management the process would be a continuous one and therefore would not be a big difference. Processes would be held with the
same intensity yet also other topics in the future might arise such as uncovering further
options of upselling.604 Other interviewees also mentioned that they ongoingly nourish the
customers after the pilot, although they stated that the pilot projects get their special attention.605
These statements are in alignment with the notion that customer success should not be
limited to an initial project. Rather it can be seen as part of an ongoing endeavor.606 If this
is communicated to the customer from the beginning it can benefit their experience and the
600
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partnership.607 Managing the change during a pilot therefore also seems like a step in longterm endeavor.608 Having long-term success in mind, a pilot project could be seen as an
initial stage in a larger change project of rolling out that is aspired at the prospect.

5.9.2 Learning and Adapting
As discussed, pilot projects seem like a good opportunity to gather further understanding of
a customer and its buying center. Furthermore pilot projects are also used by an interviewee
to further qualify the prospect in terms of internal hurdles for further roll out. 609 Yet as mentioned by another, within the pilot it can be uncovered early what issues could arise and
how open the prospect’s company is towards change. It could however never fully predict
how the situation would be like with larger numbers of users that the roll out would comprise.610 Before the importance of having clear objectives and measures during a pilot has
been discussed. Having set up a pilot in a way that it can be analyzed, a pilot project could
offer useful knowledge on how to advance a possible further rollout. 611 Lessons-Learned
workshops are also highlighted in order to filter out best practices that are used to progress
further.612 P3 mentions that for a past pilot project they had made adjustments during the
pilot process. This had resulted in them knowing after the pilot what would and would not
work.
“Pilots are there to help you find out what can go wrong and what you have to do.”

A pilot in a smaller unit was used to gather experiences for the later roll out. During a pilot,
things would be allowed to go wrong that should however be avoided during roll out.613 This
could also be connected to a finding that visionaries would focus on the future while later
stages would prefer to see finished solutions. In that sense the pilot participants, mostly
visionaries would accept a not fully fitting solution and aid in developing the solution together
with the supplier to have it ready and fit for later stages within the company.614 As such a
pilot could not only be seen as a customer’s learning phase to get accustomed to the software and to get trained by the supplier, but also includes learning for the startup that manages the project.615 Through the close support during a project, a deeper understanding of
the customer is successively gained. This can aid them in refining their approach to aid the
customer even better in the future.616 This is also recommended by CM as the learnings
could then be applied to the larger roll out.617
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5.9.3 Scaling
An interviewee stated that in terms of Customer Success Management he would closely be
in contact and in exchange of information with his main contacts at the customers' while
also trying to network and go into communication with other departments within the companies. This goal is already communicated at the start of the pilot. There he then qualifies and
might propose how other departments are already using the software. When an appointment is made, the original department’s main contact person would be best to bring along
to promote the startup.618 This person would thus function and take the role of a champion
to help drive the software internally. The company’s own use case is also used to promote
this.
Using the company’s own use case is also described by another interviewee. He described
that the typical way of expanding is progressed similarly to the above by connecting with
the customer and talking with team members by referring to the solution that they are currently employing. This however usually does not happen during the pilot project. This would
only be the case if the original thought out use case does not work out, yet the champion
would still be motivated to find an application of the software within the company. This is
due to the reasoning that the champion believes in the value that the startup offers. For
upselling three points are described to be essential:
1. The contract needs to be set up to foster upselling
2. The customer finds value
3. The value is high enough so that the customers want to extend 619
If one of these is not given, then the sale would be at stake. Apart from presenting the
current pilot project and to promote the champion, the previously mentioned lessons learned
workshops are also used to position the solution more publicly within the company, because
as stated earlier high-ranking stakeholders within the company can also take part in these
workshops and presentations. As a platform for upselling, these can be used to reflect on
the achievements and to describe and pave the road ahead. Highlighting achievements
within the project fosters faith in the change project. However, having a top manager do this
is written to be of even more effect.620
Furthermore, when delivering the legal and technical specifics for a rollout within the pilot
period as opposed to before starting, this could create issues with the run time of the pilot
as not all topics might be dealt with in time. Because this would then either lead to the
necessity of prolonging the pilot, or to halt the pilot until legal issues are fully dealt with, the
goal of sales should be to prevent delay and to resolve issues in time621 to have a smooth
transition between pilot and roll out.
Customer Success Management is described as having the task and talent to uncover issues and solutions at and for their customers to provide them with additional value. 622 Apart
from the previously already mentioned and described CSM in startups the interviewees did
not report on further specific upselling activities during the pilot projects as the initial focus
618
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in these project seems to be to make the project successful and to use the results as an
enabler to leverage and to further proceed. In the described terms this would mean that the
pilot utilizes CSM in terms of farming as a practice to make the customer successful and to
renew the deal and to upsell which simultaneously is the hunting agenda of the pilot that is
aimed at removing barriers and closing a roll out deal. For this the individual gains and
motivations of the stakeholders of the buying center are considered.
Initial success in pilot projects is given credit to by the interviewees as an enabler for further
roll out.623 As stated by an interviewee:
“Making sure that the first thing we do is successful, will lead to them doing more things with
us.”624

Being able to provide value to the customers by making them utilize the software successfully seems to lead to a further rollout, under the above-mentioned prerequisite of the overall
value exceeding the costs, which includes hours invested, exasperations and anxieties.625
Furthermore, an interviewee mentioned that early successes due to employees being satisfied within the software solution would lead to a "drive effect" which would further increase
engagement. Due to the setup of the software this would lead to greater activity within the
software directly or even create word-of-mouth recommendation in favor of the startup.626
This further leads change,627 as early successes would motivate other employees to follow.628 By increasing the participation of employees these could be used as multipliers or
change agents.629 Building up such a network was also mentioned by P8.630
Reversely it is likely that such social influence can also have negative effects if employees
are dissatisfied with a solution. The narrative of the interviewees seems to be in alignment
with the previously identified pattern that social influence has a significant influence on the
ambition to utilize SaaS. While the users have a strong influence on the purchasing decision, they can further be utilized as marketing instruments and can be offered marketing
content to encourage the promotion of the software.631 For P6 such marketing is however
mostly limited to word of mouth and on managers to drive topics top-down, although the
startup offers some basic prepared marketing content.632 P8 noted that they would have
prepared comics or explanatory videos that aid employees to understand the concept of a
new project in order to increase commitment.633 This could also be easily shareable.
As noted by an interviewee, having achieved positive results within a pilot would be an
opportunity to appear more prominent and thus make it much easier to progress in a later
roll out. Having set up a working solution and having communicated the positive results to
decision makers is mentioned to be beneficial as this would be the basis to spark more
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interest, as mentioned above.634 This would also be in alignment with P3 stating to constantly keep the top people in the loop.635 As part of change management the communication of early successes is deemed crucial. For change projects Kotter states that all members of a project should work on achieving a steady stream of relevant successes in order
to make these visible for the whole organization. This would give credibility to new structures
and lead to more cooperation within the organization which can even lead to the support of
more authority-oriented managers.636 These could be seen as individuals that can be located in later stages of the technology adoption model. And as mentioned, such successes
could even debunk their counter arguments.637 The startups partly seem to follow these
recommendations, as the final presentations and lessons learned workshops are an opportunity to make successes visible to the whole organization.
Picking up and combining different above-mentioned elements, relating to the Innovation
Decision Process, simple trials would lead up to the Decision phase638, while a pilot seems
to go further into Implementation and utilization of the software.639 Verifying the benefits
should thus lead to a Confirmation that is aimed at further usage und upscaling (see Figure
1: Innovation Decision Process).
Different stakeholders might be at different stages of the model, as they might have become
aware or involved in the project during different phases or even after the pilot’s end. The
pilot projects that are located in the Implementation stage could be used to further make
others aware of the software. Through the observability of a company’s own use case this
could aid in defining stakeholders opinion of the new solution in the Persuasion stage, leading up to a Decision that is facilitated by the concrete results that are generated during the
pilot Implementation and are confirmed at the end.
Hunting activities work up to the Decision, while CSM farming actives work during Implementation of the projects to achieve Confirmation. Because Decision and Confirmation
seem to simultaneously be promoted by the same KPIs that might even target different
stakeholders at these different stages, CSM and sales work hand in hand. Confirmation
after pilot Implementation would lead to the Decision to further roll out. Therefore, pilots
seem to circle around the Implementation stage that is aimed at Confirmation, while
upselling efforts may use the pilot projects to foster Knowledge and Persuasion stages of
stakeholders leading up to the Decision.
It seems like startups try to get quick Decision by customers to implement a pilot and thus
in a smaller scale with less risk, and thus make initial decisions easier for prospects. Later
these promises would only need to be confirmed again by proving the value, to commence
upselling. This would include the Confirmation of the project participants or be the basis for
the other deciding stakeholders’ Decision. The Confirmation can be easier as the startups
that offer value and excel through service have a competitive advantage and can prove their
tangible value within pilot projects.
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6. Conclusion
In this chapter the results of the work and discussion are summarized and concluded by
referring to the previously stated research questions. Furthermore, suggestions for future
research are given.

6.1

Summary

The thesis was written with the objective to gain and provide a further understanding of how
pilot projects can be used as an effective sales tool for SaaS startups. For this, in the first
chapters a derivation towards the object of research was made, namely pilot projects and
therein startups’ influence in increasing the chances of further scaling within a customers’
organization. It included elaborating on startups, innovation adoption decisions, SaaS and
its value propositions, sales models and experienceability in initial projects. The software
category of DSS as a productivity improvement software in Enterprise Sales was assumed
to lead to a high need for pilot projects. These sales processes would include complex
stakeholder constellations. Therefore, the KAMP framework was used for gathering potential elements relevant for sellers in pilot projects. Qualitative interviews with witnesses of the
research object were then used to understand startups’ sale of DSS, the role of pilots and
how they are used as a tool to convert and scale. In these, new elements where identified,
while the previously identified elements were expanded on in more detail whenever mentioned. The data was then structured, discussed and reflected upon, using CSM, CM and
cultural dimensions.

6.2

Results

6.2.1 Pilots as a Strategic Sales Tool
Startups are faced with challenges, especially in sales. They are young and thus not as
proven in their market while selling innovation. Both seem to foster fear of uncertainty at
prospects. To overcome this, pilot projects are not only often requested by the customers
but can also be proactively utilized by selling startups. The responses of the interviewed
startups in the field of Decision Support Software and within Enterprise Sales suggest that
pilot projects are in practice used strategically in their sales processes. No generalization
towards Decision Support Software or SaaS startups as a whole can be made. The research
however suggests that pilot projects are greatly beneficial for DSS innovation being sold as
SaaS in Enterprise Sales by startups, as high complexities involved are accompanied by
more uncertainty and therefore decisions need to be more thought out. Thus, buyers require
more thorough support by the suppliers. Startups that focus on this can increase their competitive advantage and the value they provide to their customers and thus increase their
conversion rates and CLTV, as successful pilots can lead to further recurring revenues for
the startups. Pilots are further mentioned to shorten the customer journey and be able to
prevent tendering. They enable customers to start small with less risk for the stakeholders
as well as their company and thus make it easier for the seller to get an initial commitment.
This basis can then be used to further prove the value to the client. Startups that have a
focus on nurturing customers seem to have a strong advantage in this regard.
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6.2.2 Obstacles for Scaling Success
Obstacles visible in pilot projects can include low engagement, not gathering enough data,
not achieving sufficient return on investments, not having access to important stakeholders,
cultural issues, lack of organizational readiness and fit of the product as well as resistances
of employees. If a pilot is set up in a way that maximizes its chances of success, possible
obstacles for later rollout success can be circumvented. However, if a pilot is setup in a
realistic environment then the pilot can be used to uncover early warnings and to prepare
adequately for later hurdles. Going into a rollout is however only justifiable if an initial pilot
project is successful. In SaaS business models, generally, long-term recurring revenues are
of interest. Therefore, sellers would need to find a balance between making the pilot successful and setting the pilot up in a way that the later rollout is best prepared for. This includes a realistic setup so that hurdles can be identified early and adequate adjustments
and learnings for the rollout can be derived from it. A pilot can thus be used not only for the
customer to further understand the supplier’s offering, but for the seller to gain a deeper
understanding of the customer’s organization. Identifying hurdles early could be an opportunity to either adjust and optimize the value offering or to leave a project and save resources early.

6.2.3 Key Sales Elements
Finalizing the pilot project successfully was reported to be a major factor for scaling success. This includes the formation of clear objectives and setting KPIs to measure and to
form a realistic business case. Their achievement is then used to justify internal scaling for
the initial stakeholders as well as leveraging the results to convince further stakeholders
that might be less prone towards innovation. Also, using the platform and attention on the
pilot to position the innovation more prominently within the company is beneficial, as using
the successful company’s own use case could help to convince more skeptical stakeholders
to adopt the software innovation. Staying close to the customer in the project helps control
the project’s outcome, as identifying early warnings and gathering direct feedback help increase customer understanding. Such learnings and subsequent adaptation could help the
startups refine their value proposition and adjust it to the buying stakeholder’s needs. Adhering to the personal gains of the stakeholders and showing them how they can personally
benefit from the change is recommended, while focus should be laid on keeping the buying
center’s right stakeholders, especially the Deciders, in the proximity of the project. In addition, focus should be laid on making the transition between pilot and rollout as smooth as
possible. This includes dealing with administrative topics early on or in parallel during the
pilot projects to set the stage and to have a smooth transition to roll out. Furthermore, by
assisting in managing the customers’ complexities and aiding in overcoming hurdles the
perceived value of the startup’s offering is said to increase. As such CSM and CM is outlined
in the following sub-chapter.

6.2.4 Customer Success Management and Change Management
The data showed that pilots include Customer Success Management as well as Change
Management elements. A pilot however can only be seen as a small part of a larger CSM
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or CM plan. The anticipation of CSM and CM are used to deal with the prospects’ emotional
complexities and thus can make it easier to engage in the customers’ piloting investment.
These can include fears of negative job effects, loss of status, exasperations and anxieties
and management efforts. Furthermore, CSM and CM are used to increase the value through
service, as well as support the achievement of the above-mentioned KPIs that strongly aid
in further selling and internal buying justification. The additional value of CSM is used to
enhance the customer experience within pilots. This does not only include making the customers successful, but also helps the stakeholders at the customers to be successful. However, the startups cannot directly manage the change at the customer, but they can support
in this matter and can aid stakeholders in managing change through expertise and guidance. This can also include the control of progress and identification of early warnings such
as low usage, lack of data or wrong utilization and the proactive acting upon these. Furthermore, kick-off and regular progress meetings can strategically be used to drive the importance for employees and create buy-in and a drive effect which is also fostered through
initial successes. These can be presented to increase internal support and following. Furthermore, the importance of involving suitable character types that are most receptive to
innovation as well as involving top management was highlighted.

6.2.5 Cultural Variables
Being able to understand the culture that is dealt with allows the startups to prepare and
manage their projects adequately. While the involvement of top management is important
in High Power Distance cultures, it was also deemed important in pilot projects in countries
that do not score as high in this regard. Overall, uncertainty is a facilitator for the need for
pilots. The cultural dimension of uncertainty avoidance however can strongly feed into this.
Proactively considering this, startups can communicate to pilots beforehand and provide
more consulting and support during pilots to reduce uncertainties and increase their value
towards the customer. Being proactive in advance and taking the customer by the hand,
using expertise to offset their insecurities and making plans so prospects have assurance
about what will happen seems reasonable in countries with higher scores, that require more
focus on safety. If the scores are lower, more focus could be laid on communicating benefits. In collectivistic cultures it can be harder to get feedback and build a close connection
with users. In such cultures it might be hard to set up and succeed with an initial pilot.
Furthermore, adapting the communication strategy based on local characteristics is
needed. Adhering to groups as opposed to individual gains in order to obtain buy-in would
be reasonable here. The femininity level of a culture would also come into play, as in these,
people would not like to stand out of a crowd, and thus a strategy of sales of adhering to
status and making individual stakeholders look good within their company should be withheld here.
While ahead of the research the expectation had been that the characteristics of pilot projects are influenced by culture, findings additionally suggest that the actual need for the
concept of piloting can also be influenced by culture. Considering culture however was
mentioned to be especially important when going into global rollout after the pilot project.
Prior to that, setting up a pilot in a cultural region that is understood and manageable by the
stakeholders and the sellers is reasonable. This helps to control the project, its outcomes
and thus its sales effect.
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6.2.6 Pilot Projects as an Effective Sales Tool for SaaS Startups
In the discussion chapter, a collection of key elements is provided that are used in pilots to
increase chances of further upscaling within a prospect’s company. In the area of Enterprise
Sales of productivity improving Decision Support Software, it is suggested that pilots are
used to be able to get an initial commitment from the prospects. This is an opportunity to
address their anxieties and concerns quickly. It is also suggested for the sellers to use pilots
to proof their value and gather factual support for their benefit claims as soon as possible
in order to have leverage and a platform to convince further stakeholders within a company.
Supporting the customer in achieving KPIs and offering further additional value is strongly
beneficial in this regard. The offering of additional value could however be uniquely fit to the
sellers’ value proposition. Furthermore, pilots can be seen as a tool for sellers to foster a
partnership early and to get a grip on pending sales processes more easily. As such, if pilots
and the prospects are given the individual attention they deserve, pilot projects could be
used as an effective sales tool by startups whereby mentioned elements could serve as a
guideline.

6.3

Further Research Suggestions and Closing Words

Some impulses for further research can be given. These are partly based on the research
limitations (chapter 4.7) as well as based on the discussed findings (chapter 5). Presumptions given in the discussion could spark the creativity and interest of readers to further
follow up on.
Quantitative research could further focus on conversion rates as well as CLTV to study the
effects of the supplier’s actions. Additional identified elements, such as communication,
early warnings or additional value could each be the sole niche object for further research.
Furthermore, studies with the same objective could focus on a different software category
to compare the findings. Also, focusing on different startup maturities and understanding to
what extent this would influence research outcomes could be interesting. Furthermore, studies could focus more on gaining empirical evidence on presumptions made. This can include studies related to a specific cultural context or identifying specific differences in cultures. Focusing on identifying differences in perception on the research object could be of
interest, taking a closer look at the farmer or hunter perspective. Also, further researchers
could focus on including primary data of the buyer’s perspective into the data collection and
analysis.
The paragraph above gives an insight into follow up areas that can emerge from the thesis,
which show that this field of research is both academically and economically relevant and
also provides potential for further research. The research object of pilot projects and therein
the SaaS startups’ seller actions of increasing the chances of scaling within a customer’s
organization was explored. A deeper understanding of the theme was gained and elements
as well as challenges to consider were described. The author is pleased to have had the
opportunity to aid further researchers and interested startups to gain an initial understanding
of sales-oriented pilot projects and thanks all readers for their attention.
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Appendix
DSS Map

This depiction was created by the author by following definitions and links to other software
categories given on Capterra starting at DSS.640

640

Capterra n. y.
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Overview of Interview Partners

Interview
Partner
P1

Formal Title
Head of Sales

SaaS
Startup
DSS
Expansion Stage

Projects Location
Mainly USA

P2

Chief Sales Manager

DSS
Emerging Growth
Stage

Mainly
Portugal

P3

Sales Consultant/ Key
Account Management
lecturer

-

Mainly
Germany

P4

Account Manager

DSS
Expansion Stage

Germany

P5

Customer Success
Manager

DSS,
Expansion Stage

USA

P6

Chief Sales Officer/ CoFounder

DSS
Startup Phase

Mainly
Germany

P7

Director of Sales

DSS
Expansion Stage

Mainly
Germany and
experienced in
Canada

P8

Former Software Implementation Consultant/
Change Management
lecturer

-

Mainly
Germany

641

P.1 Pos. 37, 41
P.2 Pos. 27, 29
643
P.4 Pos. 3
644
P.5 Pos. 7-9
645
P.6 Pos. 54
646
P.7 Pos. 3
642
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Comment
Experienced in SaaS sales, gave
straightforward answers and is reflective.641
Years of experience in SaaS sales.
Led his own software business yet
did not report on learnings as
openly and did not seem as reflective in some regards.642 The outset
of the interview, described in chapter 4.4 could have affected the interview quality.
Experienced in Sales, Project
Management as well as Sales consulting. Can reflect on these experiences openly.
Has been both in hunting and farming.643 Can reflect on his experiences yet does not have long-term
experience.
Has experience in pre and post
sales. Does not like sales644 and
could be biased against it.
Experienced in SaaS sales. Does
both, hunting and farming.645 Reflective, but cannot report on longterm experience with customers at
the current startup. Works at the
startup of the author.
Long term experience in software
Sales. Has previously dealt with
the topic of pilots and is strongly
aware of its importance and can
thus reflect and report openly.646
She is experienced in complex
SaaS implementation projects including preparation piloting and
rollout and the Change Management involved in these.
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